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1 Introduction

Long-term nominal commitments such as labor contracts, mortgages and other debt, and

price stickiness are widespread features of modern economies. In such a world, forecasting

how the general price level will evolve over the life of a commitment is an essential part

of private sector decision-making. The existence of long-term nominal obligations is also

among the primary reasons economists generally believe that monetary policy is not neutral,

at least over moderate horizons. While macroeconomists continue to debate whether these

nonneutralities give rise to beneficially exploitable trade-offs for monetary policymakers, the

recent New Keynesian formulation of optimal policy has raised the prominence of inflation

forecasting in policymaking (Woodford (2003)).

Central banks aim to keep inflation stable, and perhaps also to keep output near an

efficient level. With these objectives, the New Keynesian model makes explicit that optimal

policy will depend on optimal forecasts (e.g., Svensson (2005)), and further that policy will

be most effective when it is well understood by the general public. These results helped

bolster a transparency revolution in central banking. A centerpiece of this revolution has

been the practice of central banks announcing forecasts of inflation and other key variables.

This practice was initiated by “inflation targeting” central banks who generally released

forecasts in quarterly “Inflation Reports.” The Fed (the U.S. central bank formally called

the Federal Reserve System) lagged other central banks in joining this practice, but now

publishes quarterly forecasts for inflation and other macroeconomic variables. The costs

and benefits of transparency are widely debated, but the need for a central bank to be

concerned with inflation forecasting is broadly agreed. In short, inflation forecasting is of

great importance to households, businesses, and policymakers.

This chapter reviews the state of the art in inflation forecasting. A significant part

of our review involves simply rounding up and summarizing the performance of the myriad
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forecasting models and methods that have been proposed. Now is a particularly good time

for such a review, as there has been an explosion in the number and variety of methods in

recent years. Along with a number of traditional time series models, a host of new methods

for use with large numbers of predictors have recently come to the fore. There are also

many newly popular forecast combination techniques. Financial markets have also provided

new assets (indexed-linked bonds, inflation derivatives), the prices of which may contain

clearer forward-looking information about inflation than was available from previously ex-

isting assets. Further, with the pathbreaking work of Smets and Wouters (2003, 2007),

structural economic models have—for the first time since the 1970s—been put forward as

serious forecasting models.

Finally, the creation of a number of vintage datasets in recent years makes possible

quasi-realtime comparisons of proposed methods. By a quasi-realtime forecast we mean

a model-based forecast for some point in time in the past based only on data that was

available to forecasters at that time. These data allow us to ask whether a new method

could, in principle, have been used to improve on the best forecasts that were actually made

in real time.

One principle aim, then, in this chapter is to round up the traditional and newer

methods and compare their strengths and weaknesses paying close attention where possible

to data vintage issues. Many elements of this review are present in excellent forecasting

papers in the recent literature. Few papers, however, do a comprehensive review, and the

results in some cases seem to be sensitive to the particulars of the exercise. Thus, pulling

things together on as consistent a basis as possible is of some value.

We go beyond mere review, however, following some themes that have emerged in sev-

eral recent papers. Based on our reading of these themes, we argue that a more fundamental

re-think of the topic of inflation forecasting is called for. One motivation for this re-think

is that subjective inflation forecasts of inflation seem to outperform model-based forecasts
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in certain dimensions, often by a wide margin. This is in stark contrast to the results for,

say, GDP forecasting where trivially simple time series models often perform similarly to the

best subjective forecasts over any but the shortest horizons.

Thus, the chapter begins by attempting to isolate the apparent source of the advantage

of subjective forecasts so that we can attempt to bring that information into the model-based

forecasts. We note that the forecast path over, say, 8 quarters involves two boundary values:

the path starts at a nowcast of where inflation is right now and it ends somewhere close to an

estimate of what we will call the local mean inflation rate. There are good reasons reviewed

below why the subjective forecasters outperform most conventional models regarding both

boundary values. The advantage of the subjective methods historically seems to be largely

due to the choice of boundary values.

If we accept this conclusion, it is natural to consider ways of giving the standard

forecasting models the advantage of good boundary values. Given good boundaries could

the models come closer to or surpass subjective forecasts? Our results here are basically

negative. The methods that work well essentially choose some smooth path between the

boundaries, and end up being about equivalent. One can do much worse by giving the

model too much flexibility to fit sampling fluctuations. Every model constrained in a heavy-

handed way performs about equally well given good boundary values. Less constrained

methods often do worse, and never do appreciably better.

Overall, the big roundup of methods says that you should choose the two boundary

values astutely and, given these values, effectively ignore most information that might lead

you to deviate from a smooth path between the boundaries.

There is one important difference between inflation forecasting by a central bank and

inflation forecasting by the public, which is worth stressing at the outset. Unlike the public,

the central bank has control over monetary policy, which in turn affects inflation. So the

central bank’s inflation forecast depends on what they expect their own policy actions to be.
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The central bank could integrate over this uncertainty—giving an unconditional forecast.

Or the central bank could condition it’s forecast on a particular path of interest rates—such

as unchanged interest rates or a path implied by futures quotes. The Federal Reserve’s

Greenbook forecast and the Bank of England forecasts are both conditional forecasts. If one

takes the conditioning seriously, this poses a substantial obstacle to assessing the quality of

these forecasts (Faust and Wright (2008)). In this chapter, we nevertheless treat all forecasts

as though they are unconditional forecasts.

The plan for the remainder of this chapter is as follows. Section 2 contains our review

of forecasting methods, and our comparison of them on U.S. data. In section 3, we analyze

forecasts of inflation extracted from financial market variables linked explicitly to inflation.

These assets have not been traded long enough for inclusion in our broad review of fore-

casting methods, so we treat them separately. Section 4 discusses some other topics— the

construction of inflation density forecasts, forecasting aggregates directly versus aggregating

forecasts of components, and issues of forecasting core versus headline inflation. Section

5 gives a comparison of a few inflation forecasting methods for some international data.

Section 6 concludes.

2 Approach for our General Review

In this section, we describe the set-up for our broad review of forecasting methods.

2.1 A triply Great Sample and its problems

As is generally the case in macroeconomics, the choice of sample period for our forecast

comparison exercise is constrained by data availability. In practice, the available data do

not allow us to start the forecast evaluation exercises before about 1980.1 Thus, the feasible

1This is because of the forecasts that we wish to evaluate. Naturally some forecasts could be considered
over much longer periods.
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span for forecast evaluation is something like 1980 to the present. This includes about

a 20-year period known as the Great Moderation, bookended by two short and distinctly

immoderate subsamples: the end of the Great Inflation and the recent Great Recession.

Thus, while all three parts of the sample are Great in some way, the sample as a whole

presents some serious challenges.

It is well known that U.S. inflation was much more quiescent and harder to forecast

during the Great Moderation period from, say, 1985 to 2007, than during the period before

(e.g. Stock and Watson (2007)). Up until the financial crisis, it might have been fashionable

to presume that the Great Moderation period would continue indefinitely, and thus focusing

on the Great Moderation sample period might have seemed most relevant to the project of

forecasting going forward.

Even during the Great Moderation, the “good luck or good policy” debate (e.g. Stock

and Watson (2003a), Ahmed, Levin and Wilson (2004)) makes clear that the foundations

for presuming that the Great Moderation would last forever were rather shaky. Of course,

now we must add “bad policy” to the list of explanations for the extended buoyant period,

and we have little firm basis for treating the Great Moderation sample as “the new normal.”

At present, it is a question of fundamental importance whether “the new normal” will

be a pattern more like the pre-Great Moderation period, the Great Moderation, or perhaps

some third pattern such as the path followed by Japan during the “lost decade(s).”

One might make an argument that all three periods in our available sample should

be pooled. After all, the ideal would be to have a forecasting model that performs well

across the board and in all conditions. Of course, this may be an unattainable ideal. Our

best macroeconomic theories are generally viewed as first order approximations around some

steady-state. Similarly, our parsimonious (often linear) time series models are probably best

viewed as local approximations to some more complicated process.

In this view, it would be natural, as a first goal, to choose forecasting models that
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perform well in something we might call “normal times,” leaving periods far from the steady-

state to be studied separately. While it may be hard to define “normal times,” it is clear

that the extreme periods that bookend our largest available sample are not normal times.

We take a pragmatic approach to this issue. We omit the unusual period of the early

1980s (which would be especially unrepresentative in including the end, but not the start,

of the Great Inflation). However, we include data spanning the recent crisis, during which

inflation behavior has not been as extreme (if we were modeling output growth or bank

lending, our approach might be different). Thus, our baseline results for forecast evaluation

are for the period 1985:Q1 to 2011:Q4. We also report separate results, excluding the recent

crisis. While including the crisis raises root mean square prediction errors across the board,

the basic conclusions about relative forecast accuracy that we emphasize are unaffected by

inclusion or exclusion of this period.

2.2 Measures of inflation

We will focus on prediction of quarterly inflation as measured by the GDP deflator2, the

personal consumption expenditures (PCE) deflator, the CPI, and core CPI (CPI excluding

food and energy). Inflation rates are computed as πt =400 log(pt/pt−1) where pt is the

underlying price index. CPI data are of course available at the monthly frequency, but

our focus throughout this chapter is on quarterly data (using end-of-quarter CPI values).

Figure 1 shows the evolution of these four inflation measures over the past half century. They

tend to move together, but differences in composition and likely aggregation biases mean,

however, that their short-run and even long-run behavior may differ.3 Still, a slowly moving

trend component—rising in the Great Inflation, and falling over subsequent decades—can

2GNP deflator prior to 1992.

3For example, CPI inflation tends to be about 0.3 percent per annum higher than PCE inflation, because
the regular CPI index does not use chain weighting, and so has a well-known upward substitution bias.
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clearly be seen for all four inflation measures. This slowly-varying trend is a recurrent theme

of a large recent macroeconomic literature, much of which does not focus narrowly on the

forecasting question. Many authors, including Sims (1993), Kozicki and Tinsley (2001, 2005),

Gürkaynak, Sack and Swanson (2005), Cogley and Sargent (2005), Cogley and Sbordone

(2008), de Graeve, Emiris and Wouters (2008), Cogley, Primiceri and Sargent (2010), Stock

and Watson (2010), van Dijk, Koopman, van der Wel and Wright (2011), Gonzáles, Hubrich

and Teräsvirta (2011), Clark (2011), Dotsey, Fujita and Stark (2011) and Wright (2012) have

all emphasized the need to take account of slowly varying perceptions of long-run inflation

objectives in forecasting inflation, understanding the term structure of interest rates, and/or

modeling the relationship between inflation and economic slack.

In our forecast evaluations, forecast errors are calculated as actual minus forecast value,

but for variables that are repeatedly and indefinitely revised with evolving definitions, an

issue arises as to what to treat as the actual. Revisions to CPI and core CPI inflation

are trivial; but revisions to the other inflation measures are large4, and include benchmark

revisions, which incorporate conceptual and definitional changes. It makes little sense to

evaluate whether judgmental or time series models predict definitional changes, and the

Greenbook, in particular, explicitly does not attempt to do so. Thus, we follow Tulip (2009)

and Faust and Wright (2009) in measuring actual realized inflation by the data as recorded

in the real-time dataset of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia two quarters after the

quarter to which the data refer.

2.3 Metrics and inference

Our main results are for root mean square prediction errors. More specifically, we compute

quasi-realtime recursive out-of-sample root mean square prediction errors (RMSPEs). Out-

4Croushore (2008) discusses data revisions to PCE inflation especially around 2003 when Federal Reserve
officials were concerned about a very low level of inflation that subsequently got revised away.
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of-sample accuracy is considered because parameter estimation error and structural breaks

(as surveyed by Giacomini and Rossi (2012)) often mean that good in-sample fit fails to

translate into out-of-sample forecasting performance.5 We generally present RMSPEs rela-

tive to a benchmark (detailed later). The benchmark is in the denominator so that numbers

less than one indicate that the alternative model outperforms the benchmark.

Assessing the statistical significance of any deviations in relative RMSPEs from unity

raises some knotty econometric questions in the case where the forecasting models being

compared are nested. Clark and McCracken (2009a, 2012) provide thorough discussions of

the issues. One might think of the hypothesis as being that the smaller model is correctly

specified in population. In this case, the two models are the same under the null. When

viewed as a test of the null hypothesis that the small model is correct in population, the test

of Diebold and Mariano (1995) has a nonstandard asymptotic distribution, and alternatives

such as the test of Clark and West (2007) are often used instead, as they are close to being

correctly sized.

The null hypothesis for the Clark and West (2007) test, however, is not that the two

nested models have equal RMSPE in the current sample size, but rather that the small

model is correctly specified and so that the two models have equal RMSPE in population.

We instead prefer to think of the relevant hypothesis as being that the two models have

equal finite-sample forecast accuracy.6 Clark and McCracken (2012) find that comparing

the Diebold and Mariano (1995) test statistic to standard normal critical values gives a test

of the null hypothesis of equal finite-sample forecast accuracy (in both the nested and non-

5We emphasize that there is no such thing as a truly out-of-sample forecast evaluation, because the models
that are considered in such an exercise are always the outcome of a data mining process conducted, if not
by the individual researcher, then by the economics profession as a whole.

6To see the difference, consider the case where the restricted model has one highly informative predictor
and the alternative model adds another 50 that add some very modest forecasting power. Owing to the
effects of parameter estimation error, one would expect to find that the bigger model has substantially
higher RMSPE in small sample sizes. The important distinction between population and finite-sample
predictive accuracy was discussed in Inoue and Kilian (2004).
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nested cases) that has size fairly close to the nominal level, provided that the standard errors

use the rectangular window with lag truncation parameter equal to the forecast horizon, and

the small-sample adjustment of Harvey, Leybourne, and Newbold (1997) is employed. This

is the approach that we adopt throughout this chapter.

We would note two further caveats on our use of the Diebold and Mariano (1995)

test. First, the results that we appeal to strictly apply to a comparison among primitive

forecasting models. We will however be using them to compare forecast methods that each

combine multiple models. Second, the presence of data revisions presents some potential

to add to size distortions (Clark and McCracken (2009b, 2012)). However, for two of our

inflation measures (CPI and core CPI), data revisions are trivial. As we find about as many

rejections of the null of equal forecast accuracy for these inflation measures as for the others

(PCE and GDP deflator inflation), we suspect that data revisions do not lead our tests of

equal finite-sample accuracy seriously astray.

2.4 Forecasts

We focus on prediction of quarterly inflation rates made in the middle month of each quarter.

We consider forecasts for the current quarter (horizon h = 0) and subsequent quarters. The

first set of forecasts is made in February 1985; the final one is made in November 2011. For

the most part (and unless explicitly noted otherwise) we perform a quasi-realtime forecasting

exercise, using the vintage datasets from the database maintained by the Federal Reserve

Bank of Philadelphia. We also make use of the vintage Greenbook databases used in Faust

and Wright (2009). When using vintage data, our timing convention is based on the Federal

Reserve Bank of Philadelphia’s real-time dataset. Only data that were available in the

middle of the second month of each quarter are included in forecasting. Since our forecasts

are dated in the middle month of quarter, t, in all cases, the published inflation data go

through the previous quarter t− 1.
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We prefer to forecast single-quarter inflation rates rather than cumulative inflation

rates over longer periods, because it makes it easier to see how the predictability varies with

horizon. In contrast, inflation from the last quarter to, say, four quarters hence conflates

short- and longer-term inflation predictions. We consider forecasts for the current quarter

(horizon h = 0) and for the next 8 quarters (h = 1, 2, . . . , 8).

2.5 A roundup of forecasting models

In this section, we describe the set of methods for forecasting inflation, πt, that we shall eval-

uate. We consider a few models with purely stationary specifications for inflation. These

models however imply, by construction, that the forecast of inflation converges to the un-

conditional mean as the horizon gets large. For example, long-horizon forecasts of inflation

made in recent years using stationary models estimated on a period covering the Great In-

flation have been over 4 percent. These seem unreasonable forecasts, and they result from

ignoring the slowly-varying trend in inflation that is evident in Figure 1.

As a device to capture this varying local mean, we measure the trend level of inflation,

τt, using the most recent five-to-ten-year-ahead inflation forecast from Blue Chip—Blue Chip

has asked respondents to predict the average inflation levels from five to ten years’ hence

twice a year, since 1979.7 Prior to 1979, we have no source of long-run survey inflation

expectations, and so use exponential smoothing8 of real-time inflation data instead, as a crude

proxy. Then we define the inflation “gap” as gt = πt− τt, and consider models in which gt is

treated as stationary, and for forecasting purposes, τt is assumed to follow a random walk.

This idea of forecasting inflation in “gap” form around some slowly-varying local mean has

7The Blue Chip survey asks respondents for predictions of GDP deflator and CPI inflation only. We
use the GDP deflator inflation projection as the trend measure for PCE inflation and use the CPI inflation
projection as the trend measure for core CPI inflation.

8For any time series, z(t), the exponentially smoothed counterpart, zES(t), satisfies the recursion zES(t) =
αzES(t− 1) + (1− α)z(t), where α is the smoothing parameter, set to 0.95 throughout this chapter.
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been found to be quite successful (Kozicki and Tinsley (2001), Stock and Watson (2010),

Cogley, Primiceri and Sargent (2010) and Clark (2011)). It controls for a low-frequency

component that is evidently quite important in the behavior of inflation over the last few

decades. Some analysts interpret the trend as representing agents’ perceptions of the Fed’s

long-run inflation target, which in this view must have shifted over time, owing to changes

in the Fed’s preferences and also in its credibility. We also consider other non-stationary

specifications for inflation and subjective forecasts. In all, we consider the following set of

competing forecasting methods:

1. Direct forecast (Direct). For each horizon h, we run the regression πt+h = ρ0 +

Σp
j=1ρjπt−j + εt+h and use this to obtain the forecast of πT+h.

2. Recursive autoregression (RAR). We estimate πt = ρ0 + Σp
j=1ρjπt−j + εt. The h-period

forecast is constructed by recursively iterating the one-step forecast forward. If the AR

model is correctly specified, then the AR forecast will asymptotically outperform the direct

benchmark, but the direct forecast may be more robust to misspecification, as discussed by

Marcellino, Stock and Watson (2006). Like the direct autoregression, this does not impose

a unit root on the inflation process.

3. A Phillips-curve-motivated forecast (PC). The Phillips curve is the canonical economically

motivated approach to forecast inflation (Phillips (1958), Gordon (1980, 1998), Brayton,

Roberts and Williams (1999) Stock and Watson (1999, 2009) and many others). For each

h, we estimate πt+h = ρ0 + Σp
j=1ρjπt−j + λut−1 + εt, where ut−1 is the unemployment rate in

quarter t−1, and use this to forecast πT+h. Phillips curve forecasts are sometimes interpreted

more broadly, replacing the unemployment rate with other economic activity measures, such

as the output gap, industrial production growth, or marginal cost.

4. A random walk model. We consider two variants on this. The pure random walk model

(RW) takes πT−1 as the forecast for πT+h, h = 0, . . . , 5. The closely-related forecast for
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inflation considered by Atkeson and Ohanian (2001) (RW-AO) instead takes 1
4
Σ4
j=1πT−j as

the forecast for πT+h.

5. An unobserved component stochastic volatility model (UCSV). The model is univariate:

πt = τt + ηTt and τt = τt−1 + ηPt where ηTt is iidN(0, σ2
T,t), η

P
t is iidN(0, σ2

P,t), log(σ2
T,t) =

log(σ2
T,t−1) + ψ1,t, log(σ2

P,t) = log(σ2
P,t−1) + ψ2,t and (ψ1,t, ψ2,t)

′ is iidN(0, I2). The forecast

of πT+h is the filtered estimate of τT . If the variances of ηTt and ηPt were constant, then this

would be an integrated moving average (IMA) model. Stock and Watson (2007) find that

the UCSV model provides good forecasts for inflation.

6. The autoregression in gap form (AR-GAP). For each horizon h, we estimate the regression

gt+h = ρ0 + Σp
j=1ρjgt−j + εt+h. We then iterate this forward to provide a forecast of gT+h

and add τT back to the forecast to get the implied prediction of inflation, treating the trend

as a random walk. Henceforth, all the time series predictions that we consider are in “gap”

form—they yield a forecast of gT+h, to which we add back the final observation on the trend

to get the implied prediction of inflation.

7. The “fixed ρ” forecast. We assume that the inflation gap is an AR(1) with a fixed slope

coefficient, ρ, which set to 0.46. This is in turn the slope coefficient from fitting an AR(1)

to the 1985Q1 vintage of GDP deflator inflation from 1947Q2 to 1959Q4. Thus, the model

is gt = ρgt−1 + εt, and absolutely no parameter estimation is involved. This can in turn

be used to obtain a forecast of gT+h and, adding τT back to the forecast, gives the implied

prediction of inflation.

8. A Phillips curve forecast in “gap” form (PC-GAP). We apply the Phillips curve not to

inflation, but to the inflation gap, gt. For each h, we estimate gt+h = ρ0 + Σp
j=1ρjgt−j +

λut−1 + εt, where ut−1 is the unemployment rate in quarter t − 1, and use this to forecast

gT+h and hence πT+h. Phillips curves applied to the inflation gap have been considered by
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Stock and Watson (2010) and Koenig and Atkinson (2012).

9. A Phillips curve forecast in “gap” form with a time-varying NAIRU (PCTVN-GAP). For

each h, we estimate gt+h = ρ0 + Σp
j=1ρjgt−j + λ(ut−1 − u∗t−1) + εt, where u∗t is an estimate

of the NAIRU. We use the most recent five-to-ten-year-ahead Blue Chip survey forecast

for the unemployment rate as the estimate of the time-varying NAIRU. This goes back to

1979—before this we use exponential smoothing of the real-time realized unemployment rate

instead.

10. A term structure VAR based forecast (Term Structure VAR). Macro finance models aim

to characterize the joint dynamics of Treasury yields and macroeconomic variables (Ang and

Piazzesi (2003), Diebold, Rudebusch and Aruoba (2006)). A simple way of operationalizing

this (following Diebold and Li (2006)) is to fit a Nelson-Siegel yield curve to the term

structure of interest rates at the end of each quarter, specifying that the yield on a zero-

coupon bond of maturity n is

yt(n) = β1t + β2t(
1− e−λn

λn
) + β3t(

1− e−λn

λn
− e−λn) (1)

where λ is treated as fixed at 0.0609. The coefficients β1t, β2t and β3t have interpretations as

the level, slope and curvature of yields. The underlying zero-coupon yields for this exercise

are from the dataset of Gürkaynak, Sack and Wright (2007). We can then fit a VAR(1)

to β1t, β2t, β3t, the inflation gap, and the unemployment rate. Vector autoregressions of

this sort are familiar in the macro-finance term structure literature (see, for example, Joslin,

Priebsch and Singleton (2010)).9

11. A forecast based on VAR with time-varying parameters (TVP-VAR). This is a VAR(2)

in inflation, the unemployment rate and Treasury bill yields in which the intercept and slope

9Some authors impose no-arbitrage restrictions rather than estimating an unrestricted VAR, as we do
here. Joslin, Le and Singleton (2012) however argue that the imposition of these no-arbitrage restrictions is
empirically inconsequential.
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coefficients are allowed to drift slowly over time, as in Primiceri (2005). The parameters

follow random walks with stochastic volatility. This can be thought of as a multivariate

generalization of the UCSV model.10

12. Equal-weighted averaging (EWA). This and the next two methods assessed are large

dataset methods. We constructed a dataset of 77 predictors at the quarterly frequency, listed

in Table 1. All of the series are available from 1960Q1 through to the end of the sample, and

as such constitute a balanced panel. As is usual, the series were transformed such that the

transformed series (levels, logs, log differences etc.) are arguably stationary. Unfortunately,

unlike the rest of our forecasting exercise, these data are not real-time. Instead, a single

recent vintage of data is used for the large dataset methods.11 However, real-time forecasting

exercises with large datasets have been considered (Bernanke and Boivin (2003), Faust and

Wright (2009)), and those studies found that the relative performance of large dataset and

simpler forecasting methods is not greatly affected by whether one uses real-time data or a

single vintage of revised data. We first estimate and forecast using n simple models, each

of the form gt+h = ρ0 + Σp
j=1ρjgt−j + βixi,t−1 + εit+h for i = 1, . . . n where xi,t is the value of

the ith predictor in the large dataset at time t. Letting ĝiT+h be the forecast of gT+h from

the ith model, the EWA forecast of the inflation gap is n−1Σn
i=1ĝ

i
T+h. This method was first

proposed by Bates and Granger (1969) and its surprising empirical success is part of the

folklore of forecasting. Stock and Watson (2003b) among others find continuing support for

the folklore.

10 Cogley and Sbordone (2008) estimate the parameters of a structural New-Keynesian Phillips curve by
matching the coefficients of a reduced form VAR with time-varying parameters. Inflation forecasts from the
New-Keynesian Phillips curve model are thus designed to be close to those from the VAR with time-varying
parameters.

11The problem could be dealt with by using the vintage datasets of Faust and Wright (2009), but those
datasets come from the Greenbook process and the forecast period would have to end outside the five-year
embargo for those forecasts.
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13. Bayesian model averaging (BMA). In this method, described in more detail by Wright

(2009a), we assign a prior over the parameters of the n models used in EWA, just described;

and a flat prior that each model is equally likely to be true. The prior for the model

parameters follows Fernandez, Ley and Steel (2001). Write each model as gt+h = λ′iwi,t+εit,

where εit ∼ N(0, σ2), let the prior for λi conditional on σ be N(λ̄, φ(σ2ΣT
t=1wi,tw

′
i,t)
−1) and

the marginal prior for σ be proportional to 1/σ. The models are then estimated and the

forecast from each is evaluated at the posterior mean for the parameters. Finally, these n

forecasts are then combined in a weighted average with weights determined by the posterior

probability that each model is correct. The prior has a hyperparameter, φ, that determines

how much the model weights are likely to vary from equal weighting. We set φ = 2.

The theoretical justification of this method relies on strictly exogenous regressors and

iid errors—assumptions that are patently false in our application. Earlier work (Koop and

Potter (2003) and Wright (2009a)) shows that the method works well in cases like the one

at hand, however, and we simply view BMA as a pragmatic shrinkage device.

14. Factor augmented vector autoregression (FAV). This uses the VAR ξt = µ0+Σp
j=1µjξt−j+

εt, where ξt = (gt, z1t, z2t, ...zmt)
′ and {zit}mi=1 are the first m principal components of {xit}ni=1,

with the predictors first standardized to have mean zero and unit variance. The model can

be estimated and iterated forward to provide a forecast of gT+h. This method was proposed

by Bernanke, Boivin and Eliasz (2005).

15. The Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) model of Smets and Wouters.

Our choice of the Smets-Wouters (2007) model is due to its iconic nature, the existence of

a body of prior results and due to the pragmatic fact that compiling a real-time dataset for

the more elaborate models has not been done and would be very expensive. There are, of

course, many versions of DSGE models and it might be nice to include more recent models

and even the larger models in use at the Federal Reserve Board.
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We base our DSGE forecasts on the real-time exercise conducted by Edge and Gürkaynak

(2010). They created, and graciously made available to all, vintage datasets for the Smets-

Wouters model for the period 1992 to 2009. We augment these vintage datasets with data

from the vintage Greenbook databases used in Faust and Wright (2009), allowing us to ex-

tend the exercise back to 1985:Q1 as with our other models. The Smets-Wouters model

gives forecasts for GDP deflator inflation alone.

In the baseline case, we follow Edge and Gürkaynak (2010) in using the Bayesian prior

specified by Smets and Wouters to re-estimate the model by Markov Chain Monte Carlo

for each vintage of the data. We take as forecasts the mean of the predictive density for

inflation taking the full posterior distribution of the model parameters into account. We

also investigated forming forecasts treating the parameters as fixed at the posterior mode,

but found that this gave similar results.

The Smets-Wouters model is a stationary specification. However, the prior mean for

the steady-state inflation rate is 2.5 percent, and so long-horizon forecasts for inflation from

this model do not necessarily have to be close to the sample mean at the time that the

forecast is being made (unlike for methods 1-3 above).

16. The Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium with shifting local mean (DSGE-GAP). It

is hard to evaluate a model estimated by Bayesian methods on a quasi-realtime basis, as the

choice of priors was inevitably influenced by the data observed at the time that the model is

first proposed. As a crude device to mitigate this potential for “lookback” bias in forecasting

with the Smets-Wouters model, we also consider a modification of this forecasting method

in which the prior mean for the steady-state of inflation is set to our real-time measure of

the local mean of inflation, τt.

17. Finally, we consider three fully real-time judgmental forecasts, each of which incorporates

an immense range of information processed through an economics-influenced subjective filter:
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(i) Blue Chip survey (BC). Blue Chip provides a forecast of both the GDP deflator and CPI.

The AR-GAP benchmark forecast is affected by long-term Blue Chip survey predictions,

but at least for the horizons for which they are available, one might just want to use the

Blue Chip projections directly. Blue Chip forecasts are released at the start of each month.

For each quarter, we take the second Blue Chip forecast, which is always released before the

time at which our forecasts are being made (the middle of the middle month of the quarter).

(ii) Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF). The SPF also provides quarterly GDP deflator

and CPI forecasts. These are released at the start of the middle month of each quarter,

again just before the time at which our forecasts are being made.

(iii) The Fed staff’s Greenbook forecast. The Greenbook provides GDP deflator, CPI and

CPI-Core forecasts. While the Greenbook forecast is informed by myriad small-scale and

large-scale models, it is ultimately a judgmental forecast (Reifschneider, Stockton and

Wilcox (1997)). The forecast is made once per FOMC meeting. To align these Green-

book forecasts with the rest of our exercise, we simply choose the Greenbook closest to, but

before, the middle of the middle month of the quarter. The Greenbook forecast is condi-

tioned on a particular path for the policy interest rate over the forecast horizon—which is not

meant to be a prediction of that policy rate. That makes it a conditional forecast, as noted

in the introduction. However, in evaluating the forecasts, we shall assess the Greenbook in

exactly the same way as all the other forecasts, neglecting the effect of this conditioning.

The available evidence indicates that all these judgmental forecasts do remarkably well,

generally dominating model-based forecasts (Ang, Bekaert and Wei (2007), Faust and Wright

(2009), Croushore (2010))— even when the models are chosen ex post in light of known

behavior of inflation in the forecast period.

In most proposed models, p lags of inflation (or the inflation gap) are included on the right-

hand-side. We select p using the Bayes Information Criterion in the AR-GAP model, and
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use the same number of lags in all the other models that have p lags of inflation or the

inflation gap (methods 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 12, 13 and 14 as listed above).12

The above set of models is a fairly comprehensive list of the sort of models that have

appeared in the literature. But it is of course far from exhaustive. Other methods that

have been proposed include threshold models (Dotsey, Fujita and Stark (2011)), LASSO

methods that do prediction and variable selection jointly (Bai and Ng (2008)), bootstrap

aggregation (Inoue and Kilian (2008)) and household survey expectations (Inoue, Kilian and

Kiraz (2009)). There is moreover one additional natural family of forecasting approaches

and that involves some sort of direct extraction of an inflation forecast from inflation-related

financial market variables. These are treated separately in section 3 due to the limited

available sample.

2.6 Results of the forecast comparison exercise

We can then evaluate the competing forecasts in terms of their real-time recursive out-of-

sample RMSPEs. The results for all four inflation measures are shown in Table 2. All

RMSPEs are reported relative to the benchmark of the “fixed ρ” forecast (an AR(1) in gap

form with a fixed slope coefficient). A relative RMSPE below 1 means that the forecast is

doing better than the benchmark. We pick this benchmark because it is very simple, yet

is still amazingly hard to beat by much. We also assess the statistical significance of the

deviations in relative RMSPEs from unity, using the test of Diebold and Mariano (1995), as

discussed earlier.

The entries in Table 2 are mostly above 1, indicating that the AR in gap form with a

fixed slope coefficient gives better out-of-sample forecasts than most alternatives.

Simple time series methods that treat inflation as a stationary process—the direct fore-

12There is some evidence that BIC does best for direct forecasts while AIC does best for iterated forecasts
(Inoue and Kilian (2006), Marcellino, Stock and Watson (2006)).
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cast, the autoregression and the Phillips Curve—do especially badly relative to the bench-

mark. The forecasts in gap form fare better. Still, most of the time, the “fixed ρ” benchmark

does a bit better than the other forecasts in gap form, including the Phillips curve gap fore-

casts (PC-GAP and PCTVN-GAP). There are some cases in which other alternatives beat

the benchmark, including the term structure VAR, or model averaging methods (equal-

weighted or BMA), but the improvements are not great (at the very best about a 10 percent

reduction in RMSPE), nor are these gains consistent across inflation measures or forecast

horizons. Within the model averaging methods, Bayesian model averaging has a slight

edge over equal-weighted model averaging in most, but not all, cases. Meanwhile, the fore-

casting performance of the factor augmented VAR is less good; the forecasting performance

of factor-based models for inflation (and growth) seems to be fragile and dependent on the

precise variables used in the large dataset (Faust and Wright (2009)). The Atkeson-Ohanian

version of the random walk forecast and the UCSV and TVP-VAR forecasts, which are all

nonstationary, generally do reasonably well, with performance comparable to the benchmark.

The DSGE model provides some of the better forecasts for GDP deflator inflation in

Table 2. The observation that DSGE models that are competitive with alternatives has

been made by Smets and Wouters (2003, 2007), Edge and Gürkaynak (2010), Edge, Kiley

and Laforte (2010) and Kwon (2011) and this observation that DSGE models (incorporating

certain frictions) can provide forecasts with reasonable accuracy has been greatly enhanced

their appeal to central banks around the world. Still, even these forecasts have RMSPE that

is higher than the simple “fixed ρ” benchmark at all horizons. The DSGE-GAP model does

a bit better; it’s forecast accuracy is roughly on a par with the simple benchmark.

2.7 Four Principles

We see four key principles emerging from our forecast comparison exercise:
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2.7.1 Subjective forecasts do best

The very best forecasts in Table 2 are the subjective ones: Blue Chip, SPF and Green-

book. Indeed, these are the only forecasts that consistently significantly improve on our

simple benchmark. The fact that purely subjective forecasts are in effect the frontier of

our ability to forecast inflation has been found by a number of recent papers (Ang, Bekaert

and Wei (2007), Faust and Wright (2009), Croushore (2010)). Perhaps it should not be

too surprising—private sector and Fed forecasters have access to econometric models, but

add expert judgment to these models. Relative to the benchmark, the subjective forecasts

give reductions in RMSPE of up to 25 percent. This means that they are doing far better

than direct, RAR and PC forecasts for inflation. Within the set of subjective forecasts, the

Greenbook seems to have a small edge (consistent with Romer and Romer (2000)), although

this result is known to be somewhat dependent on the sample period. Note that in this

exercise, the Blue Chip and SPF forecasts span the financial crisis and the accompanying

severe recession, while the Greenbook forecasts end in 2006. Atkeson and Ohanian (2001)

found that the random walk forecast did better than the Greenbook in a particular sample

with one observation per year from 1983 to 1995, but that result appears to be special to

the precise sample period (Faust and Wright (2009)).

Thus our first principle is that purely judgmental forecasts of inflation are right at the

frontier of our forecasting ability. This in turn has substantive implications for empirical

work beyond just the narrow question of forecast accuracy. It suggests that a useful way of

assessing models is by their ability to match survey measures of inflation expectations (e.g.

Del Negro and Eusepi (2011)). And it implies that in estimating forward-looking macroeco-

nomic models, it may be better to treat survey forecasts as direct measures of expected future

inflation (e.g. Adam and Padula (2003)), instead of the more commonly-used method of re-

placing expected inflation with future realized values and then using instrumental variables
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(Gali and Gertler (1999))13.

The next three principles shed some additional light on the advantage of the subjective

forecasts and on whether further modeling work can erode this advantage.

2.7.2 Good forecasts must account for a slowly varying local mean

All of the models that perform reasonably well have some method for taking account of a

slowly evolving local mean for inflation. The models based on stationary specifications for

inflation do consistently less well than models in gap form and three of the nonstationary

models are among the best performers. During recent years, the stationary models have

generated unreasonably high forecasts of inflation at longer horizons because inflation has

been persistently below the full-sample average.

The evident desirability of using models that account for a slowly-varying trend natu-

rally raises the question of the appropriate measurement of the trend component of inflation,

τt. We have adopted the approach of using long-run survey expectations (Clark (2011), Koz-

icki and Tinsley (2012), Wright (2012)); but one might also measure the trend by exponen-

tial smoothing, or by measuring the permanent component from the UCSV model (following

Stock and Watson (2010)). Any of these will capture the low-frequency shifts in inflation.

Figure 2 plots three different real-time measures of the long-run trend inflation: the five-

to-ten-year-ahead Blue Chip survey forecast, real-time exponentially smoothed inflation and

the permanent component from the UCSV model. All share the same trend, but the sur-

vey forecasts declined more rapidly in the late 1980s and early 1990s than exponentially

smoothed inflation. This suggests that in this case the subjective forecasters were quicker to

realize the ongoing disinflation than one could have divined from the other methods, which

essentially extrapolate recent inflation.14

13See Kleibergen and Mavroeidis (2009) and Rudd and Whelan (2007) for discussion of the econometric
problems that can arise with the instrumental variables approach.

14Also, the trend from the UCSV model is a good bit less smooth than either the long-range Blue Chip
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We re-did all our gap forecasts using exponential smoothing to measure trend infla-

tion in place of the long-run survey value, but found that this typically made the inflation

forecasts less accurate. This brief exploration by no means demonstrates that subjective

forecasts of the local mean inherently dominate their model-based counterparts. However, if

these low-frequency shifts mainly involve fundamental change in the economy or policymak-

ing environment, there are reasons to believe that parsimonious econometric models based

on standard determinants of inflation may have difficulty capturing all the relevant informa-

tion. For example, a change in the long-run inflation target of the central bank might well

be announced, but at the time of announcement this information would not be in the con-

ventional determinants of inflation. This is one interpretation of the superior performance

of the survey-based trend measure during the disinflation from the early 1980s peak.

Our second principle is that every inflation forecast for horizons longer than one or

two quarters hence should involve some mechanism for capturing low-frequency local mean

dynamics. Long-horizon survey forecasts seem to represent a good way of doing this.

2.7.3 The nowcast

For horizon zero, the nowcast for all three subjective methods have RMSPEs around 20

percent smaller than the very best of the model-based forecasts (which already use the sub-

jective information on the local mean from long-horizon survey forecasts). Where does the

nowcasting advantage come from? One thing is clear from our experience observing the now-

casting process at the Fed and from our discussions with professional forecasters: nowcasting

and backcasting in practice involve a very different process from forward-looking forecasting.

This is because the relevant information set regarding the current quarter is generally much

different from that for future quarters. Often a large portion of the source data for inflation

are available before the official data are released; thus, a nowcasting exercise can in part

survey forecast or exponentially smoothed inflation.
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involve replicating the data construction agency. Further, often there will have been special

events such as hurricanes, dock strikes, special sales programs by auto manufacturers, etc.,

in the current quarter that are known and that can be directly accounted for in some way in

making the nowcast. A specific recent example is that when Vancouver hosted the Winter

Olympics in 2010, there was an enormous spike in lodging prices in Vancouver, and the

Bank of Canada took this special information into account in its nowcast for Canada-wide

inflation.15

We do not intend to take a strong position on whether the nowcasting embedded in

subjective forecasts could be rendered entirely systematic so that we could remove the word

“subjective.” Perhaps some of the recently proposed mixed-frequency nowcasting models

that have been proposed (e.g. Giannone, Reichlin and Small (2008), Andreou, Ghysels and

Kourtellos (2008), Banbura, Giannone, Modugno and Reichlin (2012)) could achieve this, or

at least get close. On the other hand, we suspect that an econometric model rich enough to

systematically take account of all possible special factors that might be present in a given

quarter would be unwieldy and not cost-effective.

Part of the benefit of Greenbook and other judgmental forecasts at longer horizons

flows from their advantage in measuring the current state of the economy (as suggested by

Sims (2002), Giannone, Reichlin and Small (2008), Faust and Wright (2009)). Fortunately,

as Faust and Wright (2009) argue, we can easily give any model forecast the benefit of a good

nowcast by simply augmenting the predictor database for each model with a high quality

nowcast—bring all predictor data series up to the current quarter based on a good nowcast

and then compare all the models’ forecasting ability, having given all an equal footing on

the nowcast.

Our third principle is that good forecasts begin with high quality nowcasts.

15We are grateful to Sharon Kozicki for this example.
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2.7.4 Heavy shrinkage in the use of information improves inflation forecasts

Table 2 includes the relative RMSPEs for GDP deflator and CPI inflation using an AR(1)

model in gap form with a fixed slope coefficient (the “fixed ρ” method), but using the Blue

Chip current-quarter nowcast as a jumping-off point. This is a trivial way to take account

of the importance of the second and third principles. We use the Blue Chip projections for

nowcasting, because they are available at the highest frequency, and are thus least likely

to be stale, and also because they are available for the entire forecast period, whereas the

Greenbook is not available for the last five years. Unfortunately, we do not have a Blue

Chip nowcast for PCE deflator or core CPI inflation. So the “fixed ρ + nowcast” method is

available only for GDP deflator and CPI inflation.

We can view this forecast path as having two boundaries—the forecast starts at the

Blue Chip nowcast and converges at long horizons to the local mean estimated from Blue

Chip. Our first two principles determine the boundary conditions, and the forecast path

simply involves exponential decay from one boundary toward the other. This forecast turns

out to do very well. At horizon 0 it is (by construction) the same as the Blue Chip forecast,

which has excellent accuracy. But by getting the jumping-off point right, it also improves

forecast accuracy at horizons 1 and 2, at least for GDP deflator inflation.

Indeed any of forecasting methods 1-10 above can be implemented using the current-

quarter jumping-off point, based on Blue Chip nowcasts.16 The DSGE forecasts can also

be implemented using the current-quarter jumping-off point.17 Table 3 reports the relative

RMSPEs of these forecasts, all relative to the benchmark of the “fixed ρ” method starting

16We do not have nowcasts for all the predictors in the large dataset in this chapter, so it is not possible
to give the large dataset methods the advantage of a good nowcast. This problem could be dealt with by
using the vintage datasets used in Faust and Wright (2009), but those datasets come from the Greenbook
process and the forecast period would have to end outside the 5 year embargo for Greenbook forecasts.

17We have nowcasts only for some of the variables that are used in the DSGE model. What we do is to
use the DSGE model to construct current-quarter forecasts, and replace these with nowcasts, where those
are available, before constructing forecasts at longer horizons.
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from the current-quarter Blue Chip nowcast.

All of the models in gap form considered in Table 3 are effectively glide paths from

the nowcast to the local mean. But the benchmark is different from the other forecasts in

that it has only one parameter, and that parameter is fixed independently of the data used

in the remainder of the forecasting exercise. Yet all the models in gap form, even given the

nowcast, struggle to do better than this benchmark. Some alternative model-based forecasts

do a bit better in some cases, but the improvements are small and inconsistent.18 In other

words, we simply ask the Blue Chip survey “Where are we now?” and “Where will we be in

5-10 years?” This is a very draconian form of shrinkage that uses no data and no subjective

views to directly inform the answer to “where will be in 1 quarter, or 2, or . . . , 8?” Yet, the

resulting forecast is close to the frontier of predictive performance.

Note that the UCSV forecast also does quite well relative to the alternatives, especially

when it is given a good nowcast. Remember that the UCSV model is a univariate model

involving only inflation. The UCSV forecast essentially involves taking current inflation,

filtering out the bit that is taken to be purely transitory, and taking whatever is left as the

forecast of inflation for all horizons. Viewed from the standpoint of the boundary conditions

discussion, the forecast path for the UCSV model with nowcast starts with the Blue Chip

nowcast and then for all other horizons jumps immediately to its estimate of the local mean.

Thus, like the benchmark model, the UCSV makes no attempt to exploit any information

regarding the path between the boundary conditions. The Atkeson-Ohanian random walk

forecast can be thought of as doing a similar filtering exercise.

Our point is that these models seem to have a useful approach to measuring the local

18Table 3 also reports results for the subjective forecasts. The Blue Chip, SPF and Greenbook forecasts do
better than the benchmark for GDP deflator inflation at one- to four-quarter-ahead horizons, by anything
from 6 to 23 percent. Thus, for GDP deflator inflation, the benefit of subjective forecasts is not solely
the result of getting the boundaries right. However, the benchmark and subjective forecasts have almost
identical accuracy for CPI inflation.
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mean and nowcasting, but they essentially eschew any other ambitions. One might have

hoped that they would provide a starting point for finding even better models that make

more savvy use of the myriad available data series in order to forecast how inflation will

evolve between the boundary conditions, but Table 3 shows that this is broadly incorrect.

Once one has a good estimate of the local mean and a good nowcast, it is difficult to find

any way to constructively use additional information from a model.

Thus our fourth principle is that heavy-handedness helps (H3). Draconian restrictions

(or shrinkage, or use of very informative priors) are generally required to get models close to

the frontier of inflation forecasting performance.

At first sight, it might seem surprising or even worrisome that we can do little better

in forecasting inflation than choosing a fixed glide path that moves quite quickly from an

initial condition toward the local mean. But, as observed by Edge and Gürkaynak (2010),

if monetary policy is mainly directed toward offsetting deviations in inflation from a slowly-

moving target, then deviations in inflation from that target should short-lived.

We now turn to some additional topics relating to our forecast comparison exercise.

2.8 Inflation forecasts and the financial crisis

Inflation was volatile during the recent financial crisis and its aftermath (as can be seen in

Figure 1). As discussed earlier, this poses a dilemma of whether or not to include this period

in a forecast evaluation exercise. In Table 4 we report the RMSPEs of all the forecasts for

GDP deflator inflation, relative to the benchmark of a fixed ρ forecast in gap form, over a

pre-crisis sample. Table 4 is therefore just like Table 2, except that only forecasts that were

made for quarters 2007Q3 and earlier are included. As it turns out, perhaps surprisingly, the

relative RMSPEs in the pre-crisis sample (Table 4) are very similar to those in the full sample

(Table 2). Thus inclusion of the financial crisis does not materially change our conclusions

as to the relative average accuracy of competing forecast methods for GDP deflator inflation.
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The same is true for the other three inflation measures (pre-crisis results for these are not

shown, to conserve space). It is also true for methods using a nowcast.

2.9 How different are the better model forecasts?

Table 5 shows the correlations of 9 good forecasts for GDP deflator inflation, at the four-

quarter-ahead horizon. These forecasts are all roughly comparable in their average predictive

performance. It might be that they are quite different forecasts and just so happen to give

the same average forecast accuracy. Or, their comparable performance might owe to them

being roughly the same forecast. Which it is matters a great deal—to the extent that

they are fundamentally different forecasts, we might want to find some way of combining

them to produce a more accurate prediction, or might be interested in characterizing the

circumstances under which one forecast does particularly well. Consistent with Sims (2002),

Table 5 shows that most of the forecasts are highly correlated with each other.

The exceptions to this result of high correlation are the DSGE forecast (which has

little correlation with other alternatives over the full sample period) and the DSGE-GAP

forecast (which has moderate correlation with other alternatives). Figure 3 plots the DSGE,

DSGE-GAP and AR-GAP four-quarter-ahead forecasts for GDP deflator inflation, along

with the subsequent actual realized values, shifted back four quarters, so that the forecasts

and actuals would coincide if the forecast were perfect. The DSGE forecast bounces around

2.5 percent for the whole sample, which is the prior mean for steady-state inflation in this

model. Meanwhile, the AR-GAP forecasts share the downward trend of long-run Blue

Chip survey forecasts. Thus, the AR-GAP and DSGE forecasts have different trending

behavior, and that’s why they are effectively uncorrelated with each other in the full sample.

The DSGE-GAP forecast, which has a prior mean centered around the most recent long-

run Blue Chip survey forecasts, not surprisingly picks up some of the downward trend in

these survey projections. It has consequently a higher correlation with the AR-GAP and
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other forecasts. Indeed, from the mid 1990s to the financial crisis, the DSGE, DSGE-GAP

and AR-GAP forecasts do not just have comparable RMSPEs—they are strikingly similar

forecasts.

The high correlation between forecasts means that while there could be some scope

for improving predictive accuracy by forecast combination, it cannot be the magic bullet.

Aiolfi, Capistran and Timmermann (2010) consider combinations of various survey and time

series forecasts. They find that there can be some gains from such combinations, but survey

forecasts are still hard to beat. To illustrate this point, we consider forecasts that put

weight λ on the Blue Chip prediction and 1 − λ on some other forecast. Figure 4 plots

the relative RMSPEs of these survey+time series forecasts against the weight λ (for GDP

deflator inflation at various forecast horizons). In most cases, the optimal weight on the

survey forecast turns out to be 1. The only exception to this is that at some horizons, even

though the Blue Chip forecast is more accurate than the DSGE-GAP model, a combination

can do a little better than even the Blue Chip projection.

2.10 A comment on the DSGE model forecasts

A long period of DSGE model refinement using the postwar sample preceded Smets and

Wouters finding a particular DSGE model with forecasting performance on a par with stan-

dard benchmarks. This was a remarkable and important achievement. The results of this

chapter suggest, however, that there is still more to understand about the DSGE model

forecast accuracy. From the standpoint of the economics profession we may hope that the

solid performance is due to the fact that the model correctly captures important economic

relations. From a skeptical scientific perspective, however, this remains far from clear.

The results earlier in this section give us reason to believe that part of the advantage of

the DSGE model stems from use of a prior for steady-state inflation specified in light of the

full estimation sample—a prior that probably was at odds with what most agents actually
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expected at the time. More broadly, it’s very hard to imagine a fully real-time assessment of

the Smets-Wouters model. Unlike a simple time series model, it involves many specification

decisions and choices about the prior. We would like to know how the model would have

fared if all these choices had been made in real-time. But in the model that we have, these

choices—with the possible exception of the steady-state inflation prior—are made in light of

the full estimation sample.19

Further, a main result in our study is that very heavy-handed restrictions improve

forecast accuracy over less restricted models. In short, we need models that keep the forecast

from following the sample too closely. In our view it is an open question whether the DSGE

model performance stems not from being “right” in some meaningful economic sense, but

simply from being heavy-handed. Cynically, one can point out that fitting poorly is one

way to avoid overfitting. More generously, the model may amount to a way to choose an

arbitrary glide path between two end points. Any such glide path does pretty well, but

doing well thereby need not be seen as much support for any particular economic story.

2.11 The Phillips Curve

Our results for the Phillips curve models are not very supportive, consistent with the available

evidence on the forecasting performance of the Phillips curve, which is mixed and sensitive to

the sample period (Brayton, Roberts and Williams (1999), Liu and Rudebusch (2010), Stock

and Watson (2009)). There is plentiful evidence of a tradeoff between slack and inflation

(e.g. Stock and Watson (2010) and Meier (2010)). Another example is that at the time

of writing the euro-zone countries with the highest unemployment are exhibiting the most

disinflation. Still, none of this translates into clear and consistent improvements in out-of-

sample forecast accuracy. In our experience, defenders of the Phillips curve models often

19Tetlow and Ironside (2007) is a useful reminder of how revisions to model specification can be at least
as important as revisions to data.
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react to negative results by arguing that nonlinearities may render the model more useful

for forecasting in some periods than in others.

Standard theory gives good reasons for possible nonlinearity in the Phillips curve, so

these protests should be taken seriously. Filardo (1998) and Barnes and Olivei (2003) have

posited a nonlinearity in the Phillips curve whereby it should be most useful for forecasting

inflation when unemployment is cyclically high. Stock and Watson (2010) and Dotsey,

Fujita and Stark (2011) find some support for this view. Ball, Mankiw and Romer (1988)

have considered versions of the Phillips curve in which it flattens at low levels of inflation.

That would suggest that Phillips curve should give larger improvements in forecast inflation

at times when the inflation rate is relatively high.

To examine the forecasting performance of the Phillips curve over time in more detail,

Figure 5 plots the PC-GAP and AR-GAP four-quarter-ahead forecasts for GDP deflator

inflation, along with the subsequent actual realized values, again shifted back four quarters,

so that the forecasts and actuals would coincide if the forecast were perfect. Indeed, it can

be seen that there were periods in which inclusion of the AR-GAP turned out to be closer

to the mark than the PC-GAP forecast. This is true in the mid to late 1990s, when the

low level of unemployment led the PC-GAP forecast to project a rise in inflation that never

occurred. It is also true at the end of the sample, where inflation came in higher than would

be predicted by the PC-GAP forecast (see Ball and Mazumder (2011)). On the other hand,

there are episodes where the PC-GAP forecast did well, including around the business cycle

peak in 1990 and around the year 2000.

2.12 Conditional forecast comparisons

Claims that a particular forecast (such as the Phillips curve) may work better at some times

than at others motivate us to consider conditional forecast comparisons. In the comparison

between any two forecasts, one might ask the question of whether one forecast is better
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conditional on some other variable. In principle two forecasts could be equally good on

average, but one forecast could be better than the other under certain conditions (Giacomini

and White (2006)). The question can be posed in two different ways. We might ask if one

forecast is better than another conditional on some variable that was known at the time that

the forecast was made. Of course, if one forecast is better than another only conditional

on some other observed variable, then this must indicate that both forecasting models are

in some way misspecified and that some kind of nonlinearity is called for, but implementing

this may be too ambitious. Alternatively, we might ask if one forecast is better than another

conditional on some variable that is not yet known when the forecast is made. For example,

we might ask if one forecast is better than another if the forecast turns out to refer to

a period during a recession. Although this does not give a direct strategy for improving

forecast accuracy, the question might still be of interest if the user of the forecast has a loss

function that penalizes forecast misses at some times more than at others. For example,

the central bank may be particularly averse to large forecast errors if they happen during

recessions.

We consider both questions. Table 2 showed that over the last quarter century, it was

hard to do much better than the “fixed ρ” forecast. But we can also compare the out-of-

sample relative RMSPEs of the forecasts conditional on the forecast being made at a time

of cyclically high inflation or cyclically high unemployment.

We define a period of cyclically high inflation as being one where the average of inflation

over the previous four quarters is above the trend. Following Stock and Watson, we define

the unemployment gap as the difference between the real-time unemployment rate and the

real-time average unemployment rate over the previous 12 quarters. We then define a period

of cyclically high unemployment as one in which this unemployment gap exceeds 0.5 percent.

One might think of this as a proxy for NBER recession quarters, but it is a fully real-time

measure, whereas the NBER peaks and troughs are called only well after the fact. Also,
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this criterion is a bit less stringent than the NBER recession dates. Over our sample, there

are three periods of elevated unemployment using this definition: from 1990Q4 to 1993Q1,

from 2001Q4 to 2003Q4 and from 2008Q3 to 2011Q1.

Tables 6 and 7 show the out-of-sample relative RMSPEs of GDP deflator inflation fore-

casts conditional on the forecast being made at times of cyclically high inflation/unemployment,

respectively. As can be seen in Table 6, the ability of the Phillips curve, or other forecasting

methods, to outperform the AR-GAP benchmark is about the same at times of cyclically

high inflation as it is in the sample as a whole. The results in Table 7 are a little more

encouraging. It seems to be slightly easier to beat the AR-GAP benchmark at times of high

unemployment. In particular, Phillips curve forecasts, give small improvements in forecast-

ing inflation. The term structure VAR also does better in this subsample than in the sample

period as a whole. However, the improvements are not very big, and this exercise is based on

quite a small sample size. In several cases the relative root mean square prediction errors are

not significantly different from one. Although the evidence is tantalizing, and highly relevant

to the current situation, it is hard to have great confidence that the PC-GAP will continue

to deliver better inflation forecasts in future periods of cyclically high unemployment.

We also evaluated the RMSPEs of inflation forecasts conditional on the forecast refer-

ring to a period in the three years immediately after an NBER business cycle trough. In

contrast to the results in Tables 6 and 7, this is an example of conditioning on a variable

known only after the fact. Results are reported in Table 8. There is some slight evidence

that the predictability of inflation is higher in the early stages of expansions than at other

times. But the improvement in forecast accuracy is not great. We did the same exercise for

the three years immediately before an NBER business cycle peak, and for NBER recessions.

The results are not reported, but the “fixed ρ” benchmark was even harder to beat in these

periods.

Overall, we have found only weak evidence for improved forecastability of inflation
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relative to the “fixed ρ” benchmark, even when we condition on other variables.

2.13 Time-varying predictability

Closely related to the idea of assessing the performance of a forecast relative to a benchmark

conditional on some other variable, one might also ask if the forecast does better than a

benchmark over a certain period of time. Giacomini and Rossi (2010) propose a “fluctuations

test” which uses the test statistic of Diebold and Mariano (1995), but computed over m-year

rolling windows. They derive the asymptotic distribution of the maximum value of this

statistic, over all possible windows. The null hypothesis is that the forecast never beats

the benchmark. Rossi and Sekhposyan (2010) apply this test to forecasting CPI inflation.

They find that certain variables—such as industrial production and capacity utilization—had

significant predictive power for future inflation in the early 1980s, but that it subsequently

disappeared.

2.14 Alternative measures of forecast quality

In this chapter, we focus on assessing forecast quality by root mean square prediction error.

Some researchers prefer instead to use more general loss functions (Patton and Timmermann

(2007)), such as the asymmetric LINEX loss function. At least from the perspective of

forecasting inflation in a central bank, or a similar public policy environment, we are a little

skeptical that there would be a large and systematic preference for overpredicting inflation

rather than underpredicting it (or vice versa). However, if one wishes to assess forecast

quality using absolute prediction error, or an asymmetric loss function, that is of course

possible too.

Another way of assessing forecast quality is to run a forecast efficiency regression;

projecting the forecast errors onto variables that were known at the time that the forecast
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was being made, such as the forecast itself.20 This is not a horse race between two forecasts.

Rather it is a test of the null hypothesis that a particular forecast is giving the conditional

expectation of the future value of the variable at the time that the projection is being

made.21 Clearly the null is rejected if the regression coefficients are significantly different

from zero; in this case, there exists in principle some way of correcting the forecast to make it

more accurate. Romer and Romer (2000) and Patton and Timmermann (2012) are among

the authors who have applied tests of this sort to the Greenbook and other growth and

inflation forecasts. Patton and Timmermann consider a variant of the test which evaluates

the hypothesis of forecast efficiency at multiple horizons jointly (increasing power) and they

find evidence against the efficiency of the Greenbook inflation forecasts. This implies that

there is some scope to improve on Greenbook forecasts, despite their low root mean square

prediction error.22

Patton and Timmermann (2012) also show that forecast rationality under quadratic

loss implies certain bounds on the second moments of forecasts and forecast errors across

horizons, and develop tests of these variance bounds. Again they find evidence against the

rationality of Greenbook forecasts. For example, the variance of a rational forecast ought to

be decreasing in the forecast horizon, but Patton and Timmermann (2012) document that

the variance of Greenbook forecasts for GDP deflator inflation is actually increasing in the

forecast horizon.

20A special case is the Mincer-Zarnowitz regression, which is most often written as a regression of the
variable to be forecast on the forecast itself; efficiency requires the intercept and slope to be zero and one
respectively. This is algebraically equivalent to requiring both intercept and slope coefficients to be zero in
a regression of the forecast error on the forecast itself.

21If the forecaster has quadratic loss, the forecast efficiency regression tests whether this loss function
is being minimized, but this does not apply to other loss functions (Elliott, Komunjer and Timmermann
(2005)).

22It is important to bear in mind that even if such a test results in a rejection of the null hypothesis
of forecast efficiency, this does not necessarily mean that some other forecast will be more accurate in
terms of out-of-sample predictive ability. Croushore (2012) and Arai (2012) discuss using the Patton and
Timmermann (2012) test to adjust Greenbook forecasts.
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3 Market-Based Measures of the Inflation Outlook

For over a decade, the U.S. Treasury has issued Treasury inflation-protected securities

(TIPS): debt securities for which the coupon and principal payments are indexed to the

Consumer Price Index (CPI), in addition to conventional nominal bonds. Comparing the

yields on these two types of Treasury bonds allows us to compute measures of inflation com-

pensation or breakeven inflation, defined as the rate of inflation that would give an investors

the same return at maturity on a nominal security and an indexed security23. They are

often interpreted as market-based measures of inflation expectations and receive enormous

attention from policymakers and in the press. The idea of being able to read inflation

expectations directly out of market prices has long held an allure for economists and central

bankers—indeed this was one of the motivations for issuing TIPS in the first place (Greenspan

(1992), Campbell and Shiller (1996) and Bernanke and Woodford (1997)). We will argue

that, while direct high-frequency market-based information is valuable, interpreting these

spreads as pure measures of inflation expectations is wrong and potentially dangerous.

Figure 6 plots the five- and five-to-ten-year-ahead forward rates of inflation compen-

sation from TIPS. They are quite volatile, especially during the acute phase of the recent

financial crisis—if taken literally as inflation forecasts, they would lead policymakers to be in

a constant state of panic, at some times about excessively high inflation, and at other times

about excessively low inflation. This figure also shows the corresponding-maturity survey

forecasts of inflation, from Blue Chip. These trended downwards during the 1990s, but

have been very flat over the past decade. Unfortunately, it would take a very long sample

to directly evaluate the RMSPEs of these different long-term inflation forecasts, which we

clearly do not have.

23Smoothed yield curves have been fitted to both the nominal and TIPS coupon securities (Gürkaynak,
Sack, and Wright (2007, 2010)) and can be used for computing inflation compensation (or forward inflation
compensation) at different maturities.
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However, it seems clear that forward inflation compensation from TIPS is too volatile

to represent a rational forecast of the long-run expected level of inflation, or the implicit

inflation target of the central bank. We can be more precise about this following a line of

reasoning proposed by Gürkaynak, Sack and Wright (2010). If a five-to-ten-year forward

rate of inflation compensation really is the rational expectation of inflation in the long-run,

then it should be a martingale. Otherwise, the expectation of the long-run expectation of

inflation tomorrow would differ from the long-run expectation of inflation today, which is

impossible by the law of iterated expectations. And if forward inflation compensation is a

martingale, then the volatility of k-period changes in forward inflation compensation must

be k times the volatility of one-period changes. This can in turn be tested using the variance

ratio test of Lo and MacKinlay (1988). Table 9 shows the standard deviation of one-day

and one-, three- and six-month changes in five-to-ten-year forward inflation compensation,

along with variance-ratio test statistics. Under the martingale hypothesis, the variance-ratio

test statistics have a standard normal asymptotic distribution.24 However, we see in Table

9 that the test rejects in the left tail, meaning that the volatility of longer-term changes in

inflation compensation is too small relative to the volatility of daily changes for five-to-ten-

year forward inflation compensation to be a martingale.

Thus, the spreads between nominal and index-linked debt embody inflation expecta-

tions, but their interpretation is evidently also complicated by inflation risk premia, and by

the different liquidity of nominal and TIPS securities25. Normally, one would expect the

inflation risk premium to drive TIPS yields down relative to their nominal counterparts, caus-

ing inflation compensation to widen. Meanwhile, one would expect the liquidity premium to

drive the less liquid TIPS yields up relative to their nominal counterparts, causing inflation

24The test statistic is z∗(q) in the notation of Lo and MacKinlay. This test allows for time-varying
conditional heterokedasticity.

25The same conclusion is reached by Pflueger and Viceira (2011), who instead use predictive regressions
to show that the excess returns on a long-nominal and short-TIPS portfolio are time-varying.
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compensation to narrow. Both of these effects are presumably time-varying. As can be

seen in Figure 6, five-year inflation compensation is typically below the survey expectation,

perhaps because the liquidity premium is the dominant effect. On the other hand, five-to-

ten-year forward inflation compensation is typically above the survey expectation. Perhaps

this is because the liquidity premium is to some extent “differenced out” in the forward rate

whereas investors are willing to pay a large risk premium to compensate for inflation risk

over longer horizons. Term structure models can be used to attempt to decompose inflation

compensation into inflation expectations, liquidity premia, and inflation risk premia (see, for

example, D’Amico, Kim and Wei (2010) and Joyce, Lildholdt and Sorensen (2010)). The

resulting inflation expectations are far more stable than raw inflation compensation, but the

available sample size is too short to evaluate these as inflation forecasts.

3.1 New inflation derivatives

Recently some other alternative market-based inflation measures have developed. There

is now an over-the-counter market in inflation swaps. These are contracts where one party

agrees to pay an interest rate on a notional underlying principle that is fixed at the start

of the contract, while the other party agrees to pay the realized inflation rate on that same

notional principle. Only the net of the two amounts actually changes hands. Under risk-

neutrality, the fixed rate should equal expected inflation over the life of the contract.

Figure 7 plots the ten-year inflation swaps rate along with the ten-year rate of TIPS

inflation compensation. The two have generally moved together, with the swaps rate being

slightly higher.26 They diverged noticeably in late 2008, in the most severe part of the

26Fleckstein, Longstaff and Lustig (2010) discuss the fact that inflation swap rates are higher than the
spread between nominal and TIPS bond yields. They interpret this as representing an anomaly in the pricing
of TIPS. But as the inflation swaps market is quite small, it would seem to us more natural to view it as
an anomaly in the pricing of inflation swaps. In a bit more detail, customers in the inflation swaps market
almost uniformly want to buy insurance against inflation. Inflation swaps dealers must hedge this risk, and
they do so using TIPS and nominal Treasuries. We interpret the relatively high inflation swap rates as the
“fee” that dealers require to provide this insurance service.
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financial crisis. Campbell, Shiller and Viceira (2009), Hu and Wohar (2009) suggest a rather

technical explanation for this. Parties had lent money to Lehman in the collateralized repo

market. Following the demise of Lehman, this collateral had to be sold. A good part of the

collateral was in TIPS, which are comparatively illiquid. The prices of TIPS bonds fell and

their yields rose, as the collateral had to be sold at firesale prices, even more than would

be explained by the obviously disinflationary impact of the financial crisis and the resulting

recession. The swaps market was apparently not affected in the same way, or at least not to

the same extent. In any event, Figure 7 should cast considerable doubt on the idea of reading

inflation expectations directly from either bond spreads or inflation derivatives. Haubrich,

Pennacchi and Ritchken (2008) consider a term structure models using TIPS, inflation swaps,

realized inflation data and surveys jointly to infer a measure of inflation expectations.

There are also short-horizon inflation swaps which provide information about investors’

assessment of short-run inflation prospects, although again these are not pure inflation expec-

tations. Figure 8 shows the time series of one-year-ahead inflation swap rates, the shortest

maturity that is available. Subsequent realized CPI inflation is also shown in the figure,

shifted back one year, so that the forecasts and actuals would coincide if the forecast were

perfect. The inflation swap rates are available only back to 2005, and so it is still too soon

to assess their performance as predictors of inflation. However, looking at Figure 8, we

can say that while these short-term inflation swap rates may be telling us something about

near-term inflation expectations, they appear to move almost in lockstep with past inflation.

Very recently, inflation options have started to be actively traded. These take the form

of caps and floors. A simple cap is a contract which entitles the holder to receive a payment

at maturity that is a fraction max((1 + π)n − (1 + s)n, 0) of a notional underlying principle,

where π is the realized average inflation rate over the life of the contract, s is a strike price,

and n is the life of the contract in years. The holder must pay an up-front fee for this

contract. Inflation floors are similar, except that the holder receives a payoff when inflation
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turns out to be particularly low. The prices of these derivatives can be used to reverse-

engineer investors’ probability density for inflation, under the assumption that investors are

risk-neutral. Kitsul and Wright (2012) find that during recent years these option-implied

densities have implied non-negligible odds of both deflation and fairly high inflation (greater

than 4 percent), even over five- and ten-year horizons. But of course investors are not

risk-neutral, and they may be willing to pay a premium to hedge against the risks of both

deflation and a sharp pickup in inflation. While inflation caps and floors do not provide

physical density forecasts, except under risk neutrality, they do tell us something about the

inflation concerns of some investors.27

4 Other Topics

4.1 Density Forecasts

Only the most foolishly overconfident forecasters claim to have perfect foresight. A point

forecast of inflation without some measure of associated uncertainty is arguably of little

value. Meanwhile, a density forecast gives a complete characterization of the beliefs of the

forecaster about future inflation prospects. One particular special case of a density forecast

that is of particular topical interest is estimating the probability of deflation, as policy makers

are worried that this might result in a spiral in which falling prices push real interest rates up,

depressing aggregate demand, and putting further downward pressure on prices. One can

also construct measures of the risk of excessively low (or high) inflation, given a specification

of the users’ preferences (Kilian and Manganelli (2007, 2008)).

One way of constructing a density forecast is to take any point forecast and assume

that the errors are homoskedastic. Assuming normality, one would take the point forecast

27TIPS actually contain an option-like feature. The principal repayment at maturity will be the greater
of the nominal face value and the face value adjusted for inflation over the life of the security. This can be
used to back out the implied probability of deflation (Wright (2009b), Christensen, Lopez and Rudebusch
(2011)), although these calculation again assume risk-neutrality.
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±1.96 standard deviations, or one could instead take the percentiles of the distributions

of the historical errors and add those on to the point forecasts (Reifschneider and Williams

(2000)). This latter approach is also taken in the density forecasts included in the Greenbook

since 2004. The difficulty with an exercise like this is that it assumes that the errors are

always drawn from the same distribution, which in turn renders the whole density forecasting

problem a rather uninteresting of point forecasting. But the volatility of shocks to both

output growth and inflation clearly vary over time. Indeed, the motivating example for Rob

Engle’s pathbreaking work on volatility clustering (Engle (1982)) was inflation, although

these methods are now more widely applied to asset price returns. A density forecast ought

therefore to aspire to be more informative than simply adding and subtracting constants

from the point forecasts.

A number of such approaches have been proposed for constructing density forecasts for

inflation. One is to use univariate or VAR forecasts, but with GARCH effects, stochastic

volatility, or breaks in variance (Giordani and Söderlind (2003), Stock and Watson (2007),

Groen, Paap and Ravazzolo (2009) or Clark (2011)) . Another is to use quantile regressions,

in which the model specifies not the conditional mean of inflation, but rather some condi-

tional quantiles (Manzan and Zerom (2009))—the different quantiles may exhibit different

sensitivity to the predictors. And a third way is to use survey density forecasts, or the

density forecasts provided by central banks. Since 1968, the Survey of Professional Fore-

casters has asked respondents to assign probabilities to inflation falling into a number of

bins, which represents a simple density forecast, discussed and evaluated by Diebold, Tay

and Wallis (1999). More recently, the ECB Survey of Professional Forecasters (ECB-SPF)

has obtained density forecasts at short- and long-horizons for euro-zone inflation. The Bank

of England has produced density forecast (“fan charts”) in its quarterly Inflation reports

since 1997 (Britton, Fisher and Whitley (1998), Clements (2004)). The Bank of England

constructs these densities using a three parameter functional form for the density, and sets
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the parameters (effectively mean, volatility and skewness) judgmentally. Appropriately, the

SPF, ECB-SPF and Bank of England inflation density forecasts all widened out substantially

during the recent financial crisis.

As an illustration of questions that may be addressed with density forecasts, we use

real-time estimation of the UCSV model to construct probabilities of average inflation (GDP

deflator) over the next two years being above 4 percent (top panel) or below 0 percent

(bottom panel) from 1985Q1 to 2011Q4. These probabilities are shown in Figure 9. The

probability of a sustained period of excessively high inflation was elevated in the early part

of the sample, but then declined and has remained near zero since then. The probability

of sustained deflation remained below 10 percent throughout the sample, even during the

financial crisis. That’s because the variance of the permanent component of inflation in the

UCSV model is estimated to be very small at the end of the sample period.

4.2 Forecasting Aggregates or Disaggregates?

A long-standing question is whether it is better to forecast inflation aggregrates directly, as

we have done so far in this chapter, or to forecast the disaggregated inflation rates, and then

aggregate these forecasts. Theoretically, if the data generating process is known, then aggre-

gating disaggregate forecasts must be at least as good as constructing the aggregate forecast

directly (Lütkepohl (1987)). But, when the data generating process has to be estimated,

then it is possible for the direct aggregate forecast to be more accurate, because it entails

the estimation of fewer parameters. If the disaggregates are all have similar dynamics, then

we might expect forecasting aggregates to work best in small samples. On the other hand, if

the disaggregates have very persistence properties, then we would expect aggregation of dis-

aggregate forecasts to do better. In the end, it is an empirical question as to which of these

two methods is more accurate. Hubrich (2005) compares these two approaches to forecasting

euro area inflation, and finds that neither method necessarily works better. Bermingham
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and D’Agostino (2011) are more supportive of aggregating disaggregate forecasts.

In this chapter, we illustrate the trade-offs between forecasting inflation aggregates

directly and forecasting the disaggregates, by considering the real-time forecasting of overall

CPI inflation. One innovation relative to the existing work on comparing these two alter-

native forecasting strategies is that our forecasts are all in gap form, in keeping with a main

theme of this chapter. The forecasts that we consider are as follows:

1. An AR-GAP forecast for overall CPI inflation. This method thus uses aggregates to

forecast aggregates. The lag order is determined by the Bayes Information Criterion.

2. An AR-GAP forecast for overall CPI inflation using an AR(1) with a slope coefficient

fixed at 0.46 (as in the “fixed ρ” forecasts discussed earlier).

3. As in method 1, except using a separate univariate autoregression for the food, energy and

core (i.e. ex-food-and-energy) CPI inflation disaggregates. All disaggregates are expressed in

gap form, relative to the overall CPI inflation trend. These give forecasts of the disaggregates,

which can then be combined, using real-time CPI weights, to obtain an implied forecast for

overall CPI inflation.

4. As in method 3, except imposing that the slope coefficients in the autoregressions for food

and energy inflation are both equal to zero. This imposes that food and energy inflation

have no persistence.

5. As in method 4, except imposing that core inflation is an AR(1) with a slope coefficient

fixed at 0.46.

6. A VAR in the food, energy and core CPI inflation disaggregates. This VAR provides

gives forecasts of disaggregates which can then be combined to obtain the implied forecast

for overall inflation.
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7. A VAR in overall CPI inflation, and food and energy disaggregates, used to forecast overall

inflation. This provides a direct forecast of aggregate inflation, but uses the disaggregated

variables to do so. The idea of projecting aggregates onto disaggregates was proposed by

Hendry and Hubrich (2010), who found that it may be a promising direction, especially if the

researcher combines the information in the disaggregates judiciously, perhaps using model

selection procedures.

Table 10 shows the RMSPE of all of these forecasts. The VARs (methods 6 and 7) and the

univariate autoregression for overall CPI inflation all have roughly comparable performance.

Fitting univariate autoregressions to the three components separately (method 3) fares a

bit better at short horizons. But our main finding is that heavy-handedness helps. The

AR-GAP forecast for overall CPI inflation with a fixed slope coefficient does better than

the unrestricted AR-GAP model. Within the disaggregate forecasts, restricting the slope

coefficients for food and energy inflation to be zero improves forecast accuracy. Adding in

the restriction that core inflation is an AR(1) with a fixed slope coefficient helps further,

and in fact gives the best forecasts for overall CPI inflation.28 The argument of Lütkepohl

(1987) for aggregating disaggregate forecasts is right, but the benefits are easily swamped

by parameter estimation error. It is by imposing parameter restrictions (that are obviously

not literally correct) that we are able to get some gain out of a “bottom up” forecasting

strategy.

Managing headline (i.e. total) inflation is presumably the appropriate ultimate objec-

tive of the central bank—people consume food and energy, and it seems hard to imagine a

substantive rationale for why these should matter less than other elements of the consump-

tion basket. Nonetheless, the Fed pays most attention to core inflation rather than headline

inflation, arguing that food and energy components in headline inflation are overwhelmingly

28This is still true in a sample that ends before the financial crisis, but the gains from treating food and
energy inflation as transitory are smaller in this earlier sample.
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transitory. The point is discussed in Blinder (1997) who indeed defines a concept of core

inflation as the part of inflation that has some persistence. Decomposing CPI into food, en-

ergy and all other items appears to be a useful way of splitting out more- and less-persistent

inflation fluctuations.

4.3 Using Core Forecasts as Headline Forecasts

Indeed, if we treat the food and energy components of inflation as pure noise, with no pass-

through into core prices, then any model estimation ought to be applied to core inflation

even if prediction of total inflation is our end-objective. If food and energy are pure noise,

then the population projection coefficients from regressions of core and total inflation onto

explanatory variables are exactly the same, but the former are just estimated more precisely.

As a result, even if we want to predict total inflation, we are better off forecasting core

inflation and then using this as if it were a prediction of total inflation.29

Table 11 evaluates how this strategy works in practice. The table reports the out-of-

sample RMSPEs of forecasts of core CPI inflation when used as predictions of subsequent

total CPI inflation, relative to the benchmark of applying the same forecasting method

directly to total CPI inflation. Most relative RMSPEs in Table 11 are slightly below 1,

indicating that forecasting core inflation may indeed be appropriate, even if the end-goal is

predicting total inflation.

4.4 Alternative Inflation Measures

CPI inflation excluding food and energy seems to be useful as a predictor of future total

inflation. There are a number of alternative inflation indices that one might use for sim-

ilar reasons. Bryan and Cecchetti (1994) advocated using median CPI inflation (across

29See Faust and Wright (2011) for further discussion of the idea that predictive regressions should be
estimated removing any purely unforecastable components from the left-hand-side variable.
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components) as a measure of core inflation.30 Cutler (2001) and Bilke and Stracca (2007)

have both constructed price indices that weight the components by their persistence. Bryan

and Meyer (2010) decompose overall CPI inflation into the inflation associated with goods

that have relatively sticky/flexible prices. They find a more pronounced tradeoff between

slack and inflation when inflation is measured from the “flexible prices ” CPI, which could

potentially turn out to be useful for inflation forecasting.

5 International Inflation Forecasts

In this section, we briefly consider the forecasting of consumer price inflation in a few large

foreign countries: Canada, Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom. Analysis of the foreign

experience is useful because it increases our effective sample size. In this respect, it is useful

that Germany, Japan and the U.K. all had substantially different inflation experiences to

the U.S. over the last half century. For example, the rise in inflation in the late 1970s was

considerably more muted in Germany than in the U.S.. Also, inflation remained quite high

in the UK into the early 1990s, well after the Great Inflation had subsided in most other

developed countries. And, at the time of writing, Japan is experiencing a slow but sustained

and pernicious deflation that has already lasted for more than a decade.

For the international forecast comparison, we use only ex-post revised data31, and

consider only a small subset of the methods that we applied to the main forecast comparison

using U.S. data in section 2. For the foreign countries, we only consider the direct forecast,

the two random walk forecasts (RW and RW-AO), the UCSV forecast, the Phillips curve

(PC) forecast, the autoregression in gap form (AR-GAP), the “fixed ρ” forecast, and the

30Ball and Mazumder (2011) noted that median CPI inflation declined more distinctly than total inflation
(or even than inflation excluding food and energy) during the Great Recession.

31Most countries outside the US report only inflation data without seasonal adjustment. The seasonal
patterns in price data are however important. We therefore adjusted our inflation data for Canada, Germany,
Japan and the United Kingdom using the X12 seasonal adjustment filter.
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Phillips curve forecast in gap form (PC-GAP). For the last three of these forecasts, the

inflation trend is measured from the most recent five-to-ten-year-ahead inflation forecast

from Consensus Forecasts—a multi-country macroeconomic survey analogous to Blue Chip

for the U.S..

The models are estimated on quarterly data from 1960Q1 through to 2011Q4. We

consider recursive pseudo-out-of-sample forecasts for the current and subsequent quarters

using all these methods, with the first forecast made in 1985Q1. We evaluate the competing

forecasts in terms of their root mean square prediction errors (RMSPEs), relative to the

benchmark of the “fixed ρ” forecast (the AR(1) in gap form with a fixed slope coefficient).

The results are reported in Table 12.

The results are qualitatively similar to those that we earlier found for the U.S. in section

2. The “fixed ρ” benchmark—that is a glide-path from the most recent observation to an

estimate of the local mean—is hard to beat by much. The relative RMSPEs are statistically

significantly less than one in only a few cases. Even in these cases, they are around 0.9,

corresponding to a 10 percent improvement relative to a very simple baseline. The pure

random walk forecast does not do well: quarter-over-quarter inflation is too noisy to be a good

estimate of the local mean. However, the other methods that allow for some nonstationarity

in inflation—the “fixed ρ” benchmark forecasts, the Atkeson-Ohanian version of the random

walk forecast, and the UCSV, AR-GAP and PC-GAP forecasts—are all about equally good.

The forecasts that are based on treating inflation as a stationary process (direct and PC) do

particularly badly at longer horizons, except perhaps for Germany. Germany has had more

stable inflation dynamics over the last half century than the U.S., Canada, Japan or the

U.K., and so it is perhaps not surprising that allowing for a time-varying local mean is less

critical for Germany than it is for the other countries. The performance of the forecasts

based on Phillips curve relationships is not terribly encouraging. For example, the PC-GAP

forecast does worse than the “fixed ρ” benchmark for some country/horizon combinations,
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and never does much better.

The most natural interpretation for why the “fixed ρ” benchmark generally does so

well is that central banks use monetary policy to push inflation back to target fairly quickly.

If so, one would expect the benchmark to do less well in countries or at times where central

banks have been less successful in this pursuit. It is noteworthy that for Japan, the AR-GAP,

RW-AO and UCSV model give 5-16 percent reductions in RMSPE relative to the “fixed ρ”

benchmark. Moreover, these improvements in forecast accuracy are statistically significant

in some cases.32 The fact that our benchmark seems a little easier to beat for Japan may be

a reflection of the difficulty that the Bank of Japan has experienced in eliminating deflation.

Our results in Table 12 do not include judgmental forecasts of inflation, except of

course that we use long-run surveys to measure the inflation trend.33 Groen, Kapetanios

and Price (2012) evaluated judgmental forecasts of inflation for the United Kingdom. They

compared the Bank of England inflation forecasts with those from a range of econometric

models. They found that the Bank of England forecast consistently did best, but that it did

so mainly by incorporating judgment about the long-run value of inflation. This is again

entirely consistent with our results for the U.S..

6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed a numbers of methods for forecasting inflation. We

find that judgmental forecasts (private sector surveys and the Greenbook) are remarkably

hard to beat. But we don’t necessarily even need the whole term structure of judgmental

32The AR-GAP model has two estimated parameters: the intercept and the slope coefficient. Note that
the estimate of the intercept coefficient is negative for Japan in recent years.

33Most central banks produce judgmental inflation forecasts. There are also several surveys for countries
outside the U.S., such as the ECB-SPF. Consensus Forecasts is however the only survey that is of global
scope, and it does not include forecasts of quarter-over-quarter inflation that we study in this chapter. For
this reason, we don’t include it in our forecast comparison.
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inflation forecasts. If we just take the current-quarter and long-run survey forecasts, then

a very simple glide path between these two boundary conditions—that doesn’t involve any

parameter estimation—turns out to be a surprisingly competitive benchmark.

In many forecasting contexts, very simple methods that limit or avoid parameter esti-

mation turn out to work shockingly well. For example, Meese and Rogoff (1983) found that

the driftless random walk is an excellent predictor of exchange rates. We find that in much

the same way, extremely simple inflation forecasts—that however take account of nowcast-

ing and secular changes in the local mean inflation rate—are just about the best that are

available. If monetary policy mainly is directed toward smoothly eliminating deviations of

inflation from some slowly-moving target, this result might be about what we should expect.
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Table 1. Variables and transformations in our Large Dataset

Variable Transform Variable Transform
Average Hourly Earnings: Construction DLN Payrolls: Goods-Producing DLN

Average Hourly Earnings: Manufacturing DLN Payrolls: Government DLN

Average Weekly Hours Level Payrolls: Information Services DLN

Average Weekly Hours: Overtime Level Payrolls: Leisure DLN

Civilian Employment DLN Payrolls: Natural Resources DLN

Real Disposable Personal Income DLN Payrolls: Other Services DLN

New Home Starts Log Payrolls: Professional DLN

Housing Starts: 1-Unit Structures Log Payrolls: Retail Trade DLN

Housing Starts: 5+Unit Structures Log Payrolls: Total Private Industries DLN

Housing Starts in Midwest Log Payrolls: Trade, Transportation DLN

Housing Starts in Northeast Log Payrolls: Wholesale Trade DLN

Housing Starts in South Log Real GDP DLN

Housing Starts in West Log Real Consumption DLN

Industrial Production Index DLN Real Durables Consumption DLN

IP: Business Equipment DLN Real Consumption (Services) DLN

IP: Consumer Goods DLN Real Residential Investment DLN

IP: Durable Consumer Goods DLN Real Nonresidential Investment DLN

IP: Durable Materials DLN Real Government Spending DLN

IP: Final Products (Market Group) DLN Real Exports DLN

IP: Materials DLN Real Imports DLN

IP: Nondurable Consumer Goods DLN Federal Funds Rate FD

IP: Nondurable Materials DLN 3 Month Treasury Bill Yield FD

ISM Manufacturing: PMI Index Level 1 Year Yield FD

ISM: Employment Index Level 3 Year Yield FD

ISM: Inventories Index Level 5 Year Yield FD

ISM: New Orders Index Level 10 Year Yield FD

ISM: Production Index Level AAA Corporate Yield (Moody’s) FD

ISM: Prices Index Level BAA Corporate Yield (Moody’s) FD

ISM: Supplier Deliveries Index Level 3 Month Bill/Fed Funds Spread Level

Total Nonfarm Payrolls: All Employees DLN 1 Year/3 Month Bill Spread Level

Civilians Unemployed - 15 Weeks DLN 3 Year/3 Month Bill Spread Level

Civilians Unemployed for 15-26 Weeks DLN 5 Year/3 Month Bill Spread Level

Civilians Unemployed for 27 Weeks + DLN 10 Year/3 Month Bill Spread Level

Civilians Unemployed for 5-14 Weeks DLN AAA/10 Year Bill Spread Level

Civilians Unemployed < 5 Weeks DLN BAA/AAA Spread Level

Civilian Unemployment Rate FD Excess Stock Market Return Level

Nonfarm Payrolls: Construction DLN SMB Fama French Factor Level

Payrolls: Education DLN HML Fama French Factor Level

Payrolls: Financial Activities DLN

Notes: Transformations are DLN: first difference of logs; FD: first differences.
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Table 2: RMSPE of Selected Inflation Forecasts
Horizon 0 1 2 3 4 8

Panel A: GDP Deflator
Direct 1.06∗∗ 1.00 0.96 1.04 1.09 1.34

∗∗∗

RAR 1.06∗∗ 1.02 1.01 1.17∗∗∗ 1.24∗∗∗ 1.53∗∗∗

PC 1.07∗ 1.03 1.01 1.08 1.14∗ 1.41∗∗∗

RW 1.19∗∗∗ 1.17∗∗ 1.09 1.04 1.06 1.25∗

RW-AO 0.95 0.90∗ 0.91 0.94 0.96 1.05
UCSV 0.98 0.96 0.91 0.91 0.94 1.07
AR-GAP 1.03 0.97 0.95∗ 1.01 1.05 1.18

∗∗∗

PC-GAP 1.04 1.02 1.03 1.10∗ 1.17∗∗ 1.33∗∗∗

PCTVN-GAP 1.04 1.02 1.03 1.10∗ 1.17∗∗ 1.30∗∗∗

Term Structure VAR 1.07∗∗ 1.12∗∗ 1.16∗∗∗ 1.25∗∗∗ 1.32
∗∗∗

1.50∗∗∗

TVP-VAR 0.99 0.94 0.95 0.94 1.00 1.21
EWA 1.02 0.94∗ 0.91∗∗ 0.97 1.01 1.15∗∗∗

BMA 1.00 0.91∗∗ 0.89∗∗∗ 0.97 1.09 1.19∗∗

FAVAR 1.02 1.03 1.07 1.06 1.13∗∗ 1.26
∗∗∗

DSGE 1.06 1.02 1.06 1.08 1.08 1.16
DSGE-GAP 1.02 0.95 0.97 0.98 0.97 1.05
BC 0.81∗∗∗ 0.85∗∗∗ 0.87∗∗∗ 0.90∗∗∗ 0.94∗∗

SPF 0.82∗∗∗ 0.84∗∗∗ 0.86∗∗∗ 0.88∗∗∗ 0.91∗∗

GB 0.84∗ 0.83∗∗ 0.82∗∗ 0.81∗∗ 0.82∗∗

Fixed ρ + nowcast 0.81∗∗∗ 0.93
∗∗∗

0.97∗∗ 1.00 1.00 1.00
Panel B: PCE Deflator

Direct 1.13∗∗ 1.18∗∗ 1.22∗ 1.24∗∗ 1.16∗∗ 1.32∗∗∗

RAR 1.13∗∗ 1.21∗∗ 1.18∗ 1.22∗∗∗ 1.17∗∗ 1.33∗∗∗

PC 1.14∗∗ 1.21∗∗ 1.24∗ 1.27∗∗ 1.19∗∗ 1.33∗∗∗

RW 1.23∗∗∗ 1.35∗∗ 1.32∗ 1.38∗∗ 1.28∗∗ 1.4∗

RW-AO 1.10∗∗ 1.08 1.07 1.07 1.04 1.16∗

UCSV 1.06∗ 1.07 1.06 1.09 1.06 1.17
AR-GAP 1.09∗∗ 1.12∗∗ 1.13∗ 1.14∗∗∗ 1.10∗∗∗ 1.23∗∗∗

PC-GAP 1.09∗∗ 1.14∗∗ 1.16∗∗ 1.19∗∗∗ 1.18∗∗∗ 1.35∗∗∗

PCTVN-GAP 1.10∗∗ 1.15∗∗ 1.17∗∗ 1.20∗∗∗ 1.18∗∗∗ 1.32∗∗∗

Term Structure VAR 1.08∗∗∗ 1.11∗∗∗ 1.12∗∗∗ 1.18∗∗∗ 1.21∗∗∗ 1.38∗∗∗

TVP-VAR 1.13∗∗ 1.18∗ 1.18∗ 1.14∗ 1.10 1.29∗

EWA 1.08∗∗ 1.12∗∗ 1.13 1.13∗∗ 1.08∗∗∗ 1.22∗∗∗

BMA 1.08∗∗ 1.12∗∗ 1.14 1.14∗∗∗ 1.12∗∗∗ 1.31∗∗∗

FAVAR 1.04 1.13∗∗ 1.12∗∗ 1.15∗∗∗ 1.14∗∗∗ 1.25∗∗∗
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Table 2: RMSPE of Selected Inflation Forecasts, Continued

Horizon 0 1 2 3 4 8
Panel C: CPI

Direct 1.02 1.10∗ 1.18∗∗ 1.23∗∗∗ 1.15∗∗∗ 1.23∗∗∗

RAR 1.02 1.15∗ 1.11∗∗ 1.16∗∗∗ 1.13∗∗∗ 1.21∗∗∗

PC 1.04 1.12∗ 1.19∗∗ 1.24∗∗∗ 1.16∗∗∗ 1.22∗∗∗

RW 1.28∗∗ 1.40∗∗ 1.34∗∗ 1.46∗∗∗ 1.34∗∗ 1.51∗∗

RW-AO 1.03 1.07∗ 1.07∗ 1.09∗∗ 1.07∗ 1.12∗

UCSV 0.96 1.01 1.03 1.07∗∗ 1.03 1.10∗∗∗

AR-GAP 1.00 1.06 1.10∗∗ 1.13∗∗∗ 1.11∗∗∗ 1.16∗∗∗

PC-GAP 1.01 1.07∗ 1.12∗∗ 1.15∗∗∗ 1.15∗∗∗ 1.22∗∗∗

PCTVN-GAP 1.02 1.09∗∗ 1.14∗∗∗ 1.16∗∗∗ 1.16∗∗∗ 1.22∗∗∗

Term Structure VAR 1.00 1.06∗ 1.12∗∗∗ 1.15∗∗∗ 1.20∗∗∗ 1.23∗∗∗

TVP-VAR 1.11 1.34 1.28 1.15∗∗ 1.40 1.48
EWA 0.99 1.06 1.10∗ 1.11∗∗∗ 1.09∗∗∗ 1.15∗∗∗

BMA 1.02 1.09∗ 1.12∗ 1.12∗∗∗ 1.13∗∗∗ 1.19∗∗∗

FAVAR 0.98 1.12∗∗ 1.12∗∗∗ 1.13∗∗∗ 1.14∗∗ 1.18∗∗∗

BC 0.8∗∗ 0.98 1.00 0.97 0.99
SPF 0.78∗∗ 0.97 1.00 0.99 0.99
GB 0.82∗∗∗ 1.05 1.03 1.01 0.99
Fixed ρ + nowcast 0.80∗∗ 1.00 1.01 1.00∗∗ 1.00 1.00∗∗∗

Panel D: Core CPI
DAR 1.05 1.06∗ 1.20∗∗∗ 1.39∗∗∗ 1.38∗∗∗ 1.76∗∗∗

RAR 1.05 1.11∗∗∗ 1.54∗∗∗ 1.73∗∗∗ 1.71∗∗∗ 2.13∗∗∗

PC 1.09∗ 1.09 1.22∗∗∗ 1.41∗∗∗ 1.40∗∗∗ 1.77∗∗∗

RW 1.17∗∗∗ 1.09 1.06 1.17∗∗ 1.11 1.13
RW-AO 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.97 0.98 1.08
UCSV 0.98 0.95 0.94 0.99 0.98 1.04
AR-GAP 1.10∗∗ 1.14∗∗∗ 1.24∗∗∗ 1.42∗∗∗ 1.45∗∗∗ 1.69∗∗∗

PC-GAP 1.17∗∗∗ 1.24∗∗∗ 1.35∗∗∗ 1.55∗∗∗ 1.57∗∗∗ 1.82∗∗∗

PCTVN-GAP 1.19∗∗∗ 1.27∗∗∗ 1.38∗∗∗ 1.56∗∗∗ 1.60∗∗∗ 1.83∗∗∗

Term Structure VAR 1.38∗∗∗ 1.60∗∗∗ 1.64∗∗∗ 1.69∗∗∗ 1.77∗∗∗ 1.95∗∗∗

TVP-VAR 1.03 1.00 0.95 0.98 0.98 1.23
EWA 1.04 1.08∗∗ 1.16∗∗ 1.32∗∗∗ 1.35∗∗∗ 1.60∗∗∗

BMA 1.05 1.11∗∗∗ 1.16∗∗ 1.38∗∗∗ 1.45∗∗∗ 1.65∗∗∗

FAVAR 1.21∗∗∗ 1.35∗∗∗ 1.32∗∗∗ 1.40∗∗∗ 1.65∗∗∗ 1.77∗∗∗

GB 0.95 0.91∗ 0.88∗ 0.89∗ 0.87∗

Notes: This table reports the pseudo-out-of-sample recursive RMSPE of alternative h-quarter-
ahead forecasts of four inflation measures (quarter-over-quarter), all relative to the bench-
mark of an AR(1) in “gap” form with a fixed slope coefficient. All forecasts are fully real-time,
except for the large dataset methods (EWA, BMA, FAVAR), which use revised data on the
predictors. The sample consists of data as observed in 1985Q1-2011Q4, with data going back
to 1960Q1 in all cases. Cases in which the relative root mean square prediction error is sig-
nificantly different from one at the 10, 5 and 1 percent significance levels are denoted with
one, two and three asterisks, respectively. These are based on the two-sided test of Diebold
and Mariano (1995), implemented as described in the text.
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Table 3: RMSPE of Selected Inflation Forecasts Using Blue Chip Nowcasts as Jumping-Off
Point

Horizon 0 1 2 3 4 8
Panel A: GDP Deflator

Direct 1 0.98 0.95 1.02 1.07 1.32∗∗∗

RAR 1 0.98 0.96 1.14∗∗∗ 1.22∗∗∗ 1.50∗∗∗

PC 1 0.98 0.98 1.04 1.11∗ 1.39∗∗∗

RW 1 0.93∗∗ 0.87∗∗ 0.92 0.94 1.06
RW-AO 1 0.95 0.88∗∗ 0.90 0.94 1.06
UCSV 1 0.95 0.89∗ 0.90∗ 0.92 1.04
AR-GAP 1 0.99 0.97 0.99 1.05∗∗ 1.18∗∗∗

PC-GAP 1 1.01 1.02 1.07 1.14∗∗ 1.32∗∗∗

PCTVN-GAP 1 1.01 1.02 1.07 1.15∗∗ 1.30∗∗∗

Term Structure VAR 1 1.06∗ 1.11∗∗ 1.19∗∗∗ 1.27∗∗∗ 1.46∗∗∗

TVP-VAR 1 0.95 0.89∗ 0.87∗∗ 0.92 1.09
DSGE 1 0.88∗∗ 0.92 1.01 1.02 1.13
DSGE-GAP 1 0.88∗∗∗ 0.89∗ 0.96 0.97 1.05
BC 1 0.91∗∗∗ 0.90∗∗∗ 0.91∗∗∗ 0.94∗∗

SPF 1.02 0.90∗∗∗ 0.88∗∗∗ 0.88∗∗∗ 0.91∗∗

GB 0.97 0.89∗ 0.84∗∗ 0.81∗∗ 0.82∗∗

Panel B: CPI
DAR 1 1.13∗∗ 1.06∗ 1.07∗ 1.06∗∗ 1.14∗∗∗

RAR 1 1.13∗∗ 1.06∗∗ 1.09∗∗ 1.1∗∗∗ 1.19∗∗∗

PC 1 1.14∗∗ 1.06∗ 1.08∗ 1.06∗ 1.13∗∗∗

RW 1 1.08∗ 1.08∗ 1.09∗ 1.07∗ 1.07
RW-AO 1 1.09∗ 1.09∗∗ 1.09∗∗ 1.07∗ 1.15∗

UCSV 1 1.01 1.02 1.04∗ 1.02 1.07∗

AR-GAP 1 1.08∗∗ 1.05∗∗ 1.07∗∗ 1.07∗∗ 1.16∗∗∗

PC-GAP 1 1.08∗∗ 1.07∗∗∗ 1.09∗∗∗ 1.11∗∗∗ 1.23∗∗∗

PCTVN-GAP 1 1.09∗∗ 1.08∗∗∗ 1.09∗∗∗ 1.12∗∗∗ 1.23∗∗∗

Term Structure VAR 1 1.04 1.10∗∗∗ 1.15∗∗∗ 1.18∗∗∗ 1.23∗∗∗

TVP-VAR 1 1.15∗ 1.25∗ 1.16∗∗ 1.09∗ 1.28
BC 1 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.99
SPF 0.97∗∗∗ 0.97 1.00 0.99 0.99
GB 0.99 1.05 1.02 1.02 0.99

Notes: As for Table 2, except that the Blue Chip current-quarter forecast is treated as
the final observation for all forecasts except the SPF and the Greenbook. The table shows
RMSPEs relative to the benchmark of an AR(1) in “gap” form with a fixed slope coefficient,
using the Blue Chip nowcast. By construction, the relative RMSPEs for the current quarter
are all equal to 1 (except for the SPF and the Greenbook). Blue Chip nowcasts are only
available for GDP deflator and CPI inflation.
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Table 4: RMSE of GDP Deflator Inflation Forecasts over the Pre-Crisis Period
Horizon 0 1 2 3 4 8
Direct 1.06∗ 0.98 0.93 0.97 1.03 1.27∗∗∗

RAR 1.06∗ 1.01 0.98 1.13∗∗ 1.20∗∗ 1.49∗∗∗

PC 1.07∗ 0.99 0.95 1.00 1.06 1.34∗∗∗

RW 1.16∗∗ 1.14∗ 1.03 0.95 0.98 1.17
RW-AO 0.96 0.86∗∗ 0.86∗ 0.87∗ 0.90 1.00
UCSV 0.98 0.92 0.86∗ 0.84∗ 0.88 1.03
AR-GAP 1.03 0.95 0.93∗∗ 0.97 1.03 1.18∗∗∗

PC-GAP 1.04 0.99 0.98 1.05 1.13∗ 1.32∗∗∗

PCTVN-GAP 1.04 0.99 0.98 1.05 1.12∗ 1.30∗∗∗

Term Structure VAR 1.06∗ 1.11∗∗ 1.16∗∗∗ 1.24∗∗∗ 1.31∗∗∗ 1.48∗∗∗

TVP-VAR 1.02 0.95 0.89 0.86∗∗ 0.90 1.05
EWA 1.02 0.94∗ 0.91∗∗ 0.94∗ 1.00 1.15∗∗

BMA 1.01 0.91∗ 0.87∗∗∗ 0.93∗ 1.02 1.12∗

FAVAR 1.03 1.00 1.02 1.06 1.13∗ 1.28∗∗∗

DSGE 1.07 1.04 1.07 1.07 1.06 1.13
DSGE-GAP 1.02 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.94 1.00
BC 0.86∗∗ 0.85∗∗∗ 0.87∗∗∗ 0.90∗∗ 0.93∗∗

SPF 0.85∗∗ 0.83∗∗∗ 0.84∗∗∗ 0.86∗∗∗ 0.89∗∗

GB 0.84∗ 0.83∗∗ 0.82∗∗ 0.80∗∗ 0.81∗∗

Fixed ρ + nowcast 0.86∗∗ 0.93∗∗∗ 0.98∗∗ 1.00 1.00 1.00

Note: As for Table 2, except that only forecasts made for 2007Q3 and earlier are included.
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Table 5: Correlations among Selected Inflation Forecasts

Fixed ρ PC-GAP VAR EWA BMA BC SPF DSGE DSGE-GAP
Panel A: GDP Deflator

Fixed ρ 1.00 0.78 0.80 0.89 0.82 0.96 0.94 -0.08 0.50
PC-GAP 0.78 1.00 0.96 0.90 0.89 0.84 0.84 0.22 0.62
VAR 0.80 0.96 1.00 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.12 0.55
EWA 0.89 0.90 0.85 1.00 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.18 0.66
BMA 0.82 0.89 0.85 0.93 1.00 0.84 0.84 0.17 0.63
BC 0.96 0.84 0.85 0.91 0.84 1.00 0.98 0.01 0.55
SPF 0.94 0.84 0.85 0.90 0.84 0.98 1.00 0.02 0.54
DSGE -0.08 0.22 0.12 0.18 0.17 0.01 0.02 1.00 0.81
DSGE-GAP 0.50 0.62 0.55 0.66 0.63 0.55 0.54 0.81 1.00

Panel B: PCE Deflator
Fixed ρ 1.00 0.80 0.80 0.85 0.51
PC-GAP 0.80 1.00 0.96 0.92 0.92
VAR 0.80 0.96 1.00 0.84 0.84
EWA 0.85 0.92 0.84 1.00 0.96
BMA 0.81 0.92 0.84 0.96 1.00

Panel C: CPI
Fixed ρ 1.00 0.79 0.72 0.83 0.73 0.96 0.94
PC-GAP 0.79 1.00 0.87 0.92 0.90 0.83 0.84
VAR 0.72 0.87 1.00 0.68 0.73 0.77 0.78
EWA 0.83 0.92 0.68 1.00 0.92 0.82 0.83
BMA 0.73 0.90 0.73 0.92 1.00 0.72 0.71
BC 0.96 0.83 0.77 0.82 0.72 1.00 0.99
SPF 0.94 0.84 0.78 0.83 0.71 0.99 1.00

Panel D: Core CPI
Fixed ρ 1.00 0.88 0.80 0.97 0.94
PC-GAP 0.88 1.00 0.97 0.95 0.91
VAR 0.80 0.97 1.00 0.89 0.85
EWA 0.97 0.95 0.89 1.00 0.98
BMA 0.94 0.91 0.85 0.98 1.00

Notes: This table shows the correlations among selected out-of-sample forecasts of each of
the four inflation indicators considered in this chapter.
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Table 6: RMSPE of GDP Deflator Inflation Forecasts
Forecasts Made During Periods of Elevated Inflation

Horizon 0 1 2 3 4 8
Direct 1.12∗∗ 1.13∗∗ 1.11 1.39

∗∗
1.38∗∗∗ 1.66∗∗∗

RAR 1.12∗∗ 1.15∗∗ 1.16 1.42
∗∗

1.43∗∗∗ 1.74∗∗∗

PC 1.15∗∗ 1.19∗∗ 1.17∗∗ 1.47∗∗∗ 1.48∗∗∗ 1.78
∗∗∗

RW 1.31∗∗∗ 1.34∗∗∗ 1.27 1.37∗∗∗ 1.29∗∗∗ 1.43
∗∗∗

RW-AO 0.92 1.01 1.01 1.10∗ 1.11∗∗∗ 1.21∗∗∗

UCSV 0.94 1.05 1.03 1.12∗ 1.13∗∗∗ 1.24∗∗∗

AR-GAP 1.05 1.06 1.03 1.20∗∗ 1.16
∗∗∗

1.22∗∗∗

PC-GAP 1.08 1.12∗ 1.09∗ 1.27
∗∗∗

1.30∗∗∗ 1.43∗∗∗

PCTVN-GAP 1.06 1.09 1.04 1.19∗∗∗ 1.20
∗∗∗

1.31∗∗∗

Term Structure VAR 1.17∗∗∗ 1.19∗ 1.11 1.26∗∗∗ 1.33∗∗∗ 1.54
∗∗∗

TVP-VAR 0.91 1.00 1.03 1.01 1.08 1.23∗∗∗

EWA 1.02 1.02 0.98 1.10∗∗∗ 1.05 1.12∗∗∗

BMA 1.01 0.97 0.98 1.12∗∗∗ 0.94 1.00
FAVAR 0.92 1.04 1.00 0.88∗ 0.86∗ 1.06∗

DSGE 1.07∗ 1.04 1.15 1.22 1.08∗ 1.26∗∗∗

DSGE-GAP 1.06∗ 1.01 1.10 1.12 1.00 1.12∗

BC 0.88 0.94 0.94 0.99 1.01
SPF 0.89 0.91∗ 0.87∗∗ 0.96∗ 1.01
GB 1.43∗∗ 0.87 0.98 1.14∗ 1.05
Fixed ρ + nowcast 0.88 0.98 0.98 1.00 1.01

∗∗∗
1.00

Notes: As for Table 2, except that only forecasts made during periods of elevated inflation
are considered.
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Table 7: RMSPE of GDP Deflator Inflation Forecasts
Forecasts Made During Periods of Elevated Unemployment

Horizon 0 1 2 3 4 8
Direct 1.10∗∗ 1.03 1.03 1.10 1.16∗ 1.32∗∗∗

RAR 1.10∗∗ 1.06 1.09 1.25∗∗ 1.31∗∗∗ 1.48∗∗∗

PC 1.10∗∗ 1.07 1.08 1.12 1.17∗ 1.26∗∗∗

RW 1.25∗∗∗ 1.28∗∗∗ 1.28∗ 1.07 1.19∗∗ 1.42∗

RW-AO 0.94 0.98 1.04 1.05 1.03 1.08
UCSV 0.96 1.05 1.00 0.95 0.99 1.07
AR-GAP 1.07∗∗ 0.98 0.98 1.02 1.06∗∗ 1.19∗∗∗

PC-GAP 1.05 1.01 1.05 1.08 1.11 1.12∗

PCTVN-GAP 1.05 1.01 1.05 1.06 1.10 1.11
Term Structure VAR 1.04 0.95 1.02 1.04 1.12 1.23

∗∗∗

TVP-VAR 0.96 0.96 1.09 1.07 1.19 1.55
EWA 1.04 0.90 0.88∗ 0.92 0.99 1.13∗∗

BMA 1.02 0.83∗∗ 0.82∗∗ 0.93 1.22 1.33
FAVAR 1.05 1.08 1.18 0.94 1.06 1.23∗∗

DSGE 1.07 1.12 1.02 0.87 0.83 0.78
DSGE-GAP 1.05 1.05 0.96 0.84 0.79 0.93
BC 0.73∗∗ 0.78∗∗ 0.83∗ 0.86∗∗ 0.88∗

SPF 0.75∗∗ 0.76∗∗ 0.79
∗∗

0.82∗∗ 0.83∗

GB 0.61∗∗ 0.74∗ 0.81 0.77 0.70
Fixed ρ + nowcast 0.73∗∗ 0.89∗ 0.96∗ 1.00 1.00 1.00

Notes: As for Table 2, except that only forecasts made during periods of elevated unemploy-
ment are considered.
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Table 8: RMSPE of GDP Deflator Inflation Forecasts
Forecasts Made For Periods During the Early Stages of Expansions

Horizon 0 1 2 3 4 8
Direct 1.13∗∗ 1.06 0.99 1.17 1.24∗∗ 1.56∗∗∗

RAR 1.13∗∗ 1.09 1.02 1.32∗∗∗ 1.37∗∗∗ 1.66∗∗∗

PC 1.16∗∗ 1.10 1.07 1.22 1.30
∗∗∗

1.67∗∗∗

RW 1.20∗∗ 1.29∗∗ 1.14 1.14 1.23∗ 1.45∗∗∗

RW-AO 1.01 0.94 0.98 1.05 1.04 1.13
UCSV 1.02 1.00 0.94 0.95 1.02 1.16∗

AR-GAP 1.09∗ 1.02 0.96 1.07 1.10∗∗ 1.24∗∗∗

PC-GAP 1.11 1.04 1.05 1.15 1.22∗∗ 1.44
∗∗∗

PCTVN-GAP 1.13∗ 1.06 1.05 1.12 1.17 1.34
∗∗∗

Term Structure VAR 1.06 0.99 0.98 1.08 1.23∗∗ 1.55∗∗∗

TVP-VAR 1.10 0.98 1.03 1.08 1.19 1.51∗

EWA 1.08 0.97 0.88∗∗ 0.96 1.01 1.16
∗∗∗

BMA 1.02 0.85∗∗ 0.8∗∗ 0.96 1.21 1.28
FAVAR 1.24∗∗ 1.16 1.17 0.96 1.03 1.16

∗∗∗

DSGE 1.02 1.00 0.96 1.01 0.90 0.91
DSGE-GAP 1.00 0.97 0.91∗ 0.96 0.84 0.87
BC 0.90 0.81∗∗ 0.83∗ 0.85

∗∗
0.90∗

SPF 0.89 0.80∗∗ 0.79∗∗ 0.80
∗∗

0.86
GB 0.84 0.91 0.82 0.80 0.74
Fixed ρ + nowcast 0.90 0.90∗∗∗ 0.98

∗∗
1.00 1.00 1.00

Notes: As for Table 2, except that only forecasts made for one of the 12 quarters after
business cycle troughs are considered.
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Table 9: Volatility of changes in five-to-ten-year forward inflation compensation at selected
horizons

Horizon Standard Deviation Variance Ratio Statistic
(Basis Points)

One day 5.1
One month 21.4 -1.38
Three months 27.8 -2.34

∗∗

Six months 33.9 -2.13
∗∗

Notes: This table shows the standard deviation of one-day and one-, three- and six-month
changes in the five–to-ten-year forward rate of inflation compensation. They are computed
assuming 22 days per month. The variance ratio statistic is the heteroskedasticity robust test
statistic of Lo and MacKinlay (1988) and has a standard normal asymptotic distribution.
The sample period is from the start of 1999 to the end of 2011. One, two and three asterisks
denote significance at the 10, 5 and 1 percent significance levels respectively.
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Table 10: Comparison of Aggregate and Disaggregate Forecasts of Total CPI

h = 0 h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 8
AR in aggregates 2.65 2.68 2.70 2.80 2.75 2.83
- Fixed ρ 2.66 2.53 2.44 2.48 2.48 2.43
Univariate ARs in disaggregates 2.53 2.56 2.59 2.70 2.74 2.78
- No persistence in food and energy 2.47 2.51 2.55 2.64 2.64 2.65
- Fixed slopes 2.44 2.44 2.45 2.47 2.48 2.43
VAR in disaggregates 2.71 2.80 2.65 2.70 2.70 2.73
VAR in aggregates and disaggregates 2.71 2.83 2.66 2.70 2.71 2.73

Notes: This table reports the pseudo-out-of-sample recursive RMSPE of alternative h-quarter-
ahead forecasts of total CPI inflation (quarter-over-quarter; annualized percentage points).
The sample consists of data vintages from 1985Q1 to 2011Q4, with the data going back to
1960Q1 in all cases. The alternative forecasting methods considered are (i) an AR fitted to
total CPI inflation, (ii) an AR(1) fitted to total inflation imposing that the slope coefficient
is 0.46, (iii) univariate autoregressions in core, food and energy inflation, with the resulting
forecasts combined using real-time CPI weights, (iv) univariate autoregressions in core, food
and energy inflation imposing that the slope coefficients on food and energy are zero, (v)
univariate autoregressions in core, food and energy with fixed slope coefficients, imposing
that the slope coefficients are 0.46, 0 and 0, respectively, (vi) a VAR in core, food and energy
inflation, and (vii) a VAR in overall, food and energy inflation. In all cases, all inflation
series are used in gap form, relative to the trend in overall CPI inflation.
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Table 11: RMSPEs of Core CPI Forecasts Evaluated as Forecasts of Total CPI
h = 0 h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 8

Direct 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.95 0.93
RAR 0.90 0.86 0.97 0.96 0.98 0.99
PC 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.95 0.93
Random Walk 0.74 0.70 0.77 0.74 0.76 0.71
AR-GAP 0.94 0.94 0.96 0.97 1.01 0.99
PC-GAP 0.93 0.94 0.96 0.97 1.00 0.98
PCTVN-GAP 0.93 0.94 0.96 0.97 1.00 1.00
Term Structure VAR 0.96 1.01 1.02 1.01 1.01 0.98
EWA 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.96 1.00 0.99
BMA 0.91 0.89 0.92 0.94 0.96 0.96
FAVAR 0.93 0.92 0.98 0.98 0.97 1.00

Notes: This table reports the pseudo-out-of-sample recursive RMSPE of h-quarter-ahead
forecasts of core CPI inflation (quarter-over-quarter), evaluated as predictors of total CPI
inflation, relative to the RMSPE of the corresponding direct forecasts of total CPI inflation.
The sample consists of data vintages from 1985Q1 to 2011Q4, with the data going back to
1960Q1 in all cases.
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Table 12: RMSPE of International Inflation Forecasts
Horizon 0 1 2 3 4 8

Panel A: Canada
Direct 1.04 1.11∗∗ 1.17∗∗ 1.10∗ 1.06 1.16∗∗

RW 1.27∗∗∗ 1.36∗∗∗ 1.28∗∗ 1.39∗∗∗ 1.26∗∗ 1.22∗∗

RW-AO 1.02 1.07 1.03 1.03 1.02 1.01
UCSV 0.97 1.04 1.05 1.05 1.01 0.99
PC 1.04 1.11∗ 1.16∗∗ 1.09 1.05 1.16∗∗∗

AR-GAP 1.00 1.04 1.06 1.03 1.02 1.08∗∗

PC-GAP 0.96 0.99 0.98 0.95 0.95 1.00
Panel B: Germany

Direct 1.01 0.95 0.98 1.00 0.99 1.12∗

RW 1.15∗∗ 1.12∗ 1.07 1.22∗∗ 1.12 1.34∗∗

RW-AO 1.01 0.96 0.96 1.02 1.04 1.16∗

UCSV 0.98 0.96 0.96 1.01 0.97 1.13
PC 0.97 0.90∗ 0.92 0.96 0.94 1.05
AR-GAP 0.99 0.94 0.96 0.98 0.96 1.02
PC-GAP 1.01 0.94 0.95 1.00 0.98 1.14

Panel C: Japan
Direct 1.04 1.05 1.19∗∗∗ 1.42∗∗∗ 1.40∗∗∗ 1.55∗∗∗

RW 1.15∗∗∗ 1.09 0.99 1.13 1.00 1.10
RW-AO 0.93∗ 0.89∗∗ 0.86∗ 0.88 0.85∗ 0.95
UCSV 0.91∗∗∗ 0.87∗∗ 0.85∗∗ 0.89 0.84∗ 0.91
PC 0.97 0.96 1.00 1.17 1.16 1.50∗

AR-GAP 0.92∗∗∗ 0.87∗∗∗ 0.85∗∗∗ 0.88∗∗∗ 0.86∗∗∗ 0.87∗∗∗

PC-GAP 0.97 0.92 0.92 1.06 1.00 1.22
Panel D: United Kingdom

Direct 1.04 1.07 1.10 1.24∗∗ 1.19 1.39∗∗

RW 1.15∗ 1.12 1.04 1.16 1.14 1.18
RW-AO 0.97 0.91 0.88 0.90 0.93 1.03
UCSV 0.95 0.90 0.88 0.93 0.93 1.03
PC 1.14∗∗ 1.25∗∗ 1.48∗∗∗ 1.76∗∗∗ 1.78∗∗ 2.38∗∗∗

AR-GAP 0.99 0.99 0.95 1.01 0.98 1.05∗

PC-GAP 1.04 1.04 1.06 1.20∗ 1.19∗ 1.32∗∗∗

Notes: This table reports the pseudo-out-of-sample recursive RMSPE of alternative h-quarter-
ahead forecasts of consumer price inflation (quarter-over-quarter) in four countries, all rel-
ative to the benchmark of an AR(1) in “gap” form with a fixed slope coefficient. Revised
seasonally adjusted data were used. The sample is 1960Q1-2011Q4; the first pseudo-out-
of-sample forecasts are made in 1985Q1, using data up to and including 1984Q4. Cases in
which the relative root mean square prediction error is significantly different from one at the
10, 5 and 1 percent significance levels are denoted with one, two and three asterisks, respec-
tively. These are based on the two-sided test of Diebold and Mariano (1995), implemented
as described in the text.
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Figure 1: Annualized Inflation Rates
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Notes: Quarter-over-quarter inflation rates corresponding to various price indexes
(2011Q4 vintage data).
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Figure 2: Alternative Measures of Trend Inflation
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Note: Red dashes: Five-to-ten-year-ahead Blue Chip inflation projections (GDP
deflator for the upper panels, CPI for the lower panels). Blue dots: the UCSV
trend inflation series, i.e. the real-time filtered estimates of the final level of
the permanent component of each of the four inflation measures. Black solid
line: exponentially smoothed real-time inflation, using each of the four inflation
measures, and a smoothing coefficient of 0.05.
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Figure 3: Four-quarter-ahead GDP Deflator Inflation Forecasts and Realized Values
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Notes: The forecasts extend through 2011Q4, but realized values are only available
for forecasts made in 2010Q2 and earlier (given the convention of defining realized
values as the data as observed in the middle of the second quarter after the quarter
to which the data refer).
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Figure 4: Relative RMSPEs of Combination Forecasts
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made 1985Q1-2011Q4). The blue solid line, red dashed line and black dotted
line refer to current-quarter one-quarter-ahead and four-quarter-ahead forecasts,
respectively.
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Figure 5: Four-quarter-ahead GDP Deflator Inflation Forecasts and Realized Values
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Notes: The forecasts extend through 2011Q4, but realized values are only available
for forecasts made in 2010Q2 and earlier (given the convention of defining realized
values as the data as observed in the middle of the second quarter after the quarter
to which the data refer).
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Figure 6: Inflation Compensation and Survey Forecasts
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Notes: The panels of the figure show TIPS-based inflation compensation at five-
and five-to-ten-year forward horizons and the corresponding maturity Blue Chip
survey CPI forecasts. The TIPS-based inflation compensation series are from the
dataset of Gürkaynak, Sack and Wright (2010): these data are available only back
to 1999.
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Figure 7: Ten-year TIPS-based Inflation Compensation and Inflation Swap Rates
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Notes: The TIPS-based inflation compensation series are from the dataset
of Gürkaynak, Sack and Wright (2010). The inflation swap rates are from
Bloomberg.
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Figure 8: One-Year Inflation Swap Rates and Realized Inflation
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Notes: The figure shows the one-year inflation swap rates, from Bloomberg. Sub-
sequent realized values (of headline CPI inflation) are also shown: these are plot-
ted against the month at which the forecast was made. Thus, perfect foresight
forecasts would by construction line up perfectly with the subsequent realized
values.
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Figure 9: Probabilities of high and low inflation from the UCSV Model
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Notes: The figure shows the probability of GDP deflator inflation being above
4 percent or below 0 percent on average over the subsequent two years. These
are obtained from real-time estimation of the unobserved components stochastic
volatility model of Stock and Watson (2007), applied to GDP deflator inflation.
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